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  Chapter 721  Ferocious little gu!  

 

   "Old Cuitou, come and have a look!" Yu Wan whispered to old Cuitou while staring at Han Jingshu's 

face. 

 

   "What's the matter?" Old Cuitou came over. 

 

   When he saw Han Jingshu's face, he felt that something was wrong: "What kind of Gu is in her? 

Why is it like a reaction to poisoning? Is it really a Gu?" 

 

   Both of them knew that Jun Changan was a martial arts master, and his ears were very good, so he 

kept the volume to a minimum when speaking. 

 

  Yu Wan said: "It's a Chinese Gu, I'm sure, but this kind of Gu is not very different from the Gus we've 

seen before." 

 

   As old Cui Tou said, this is more like being poisoned. 

 

Ordinary Gu will have its specific effect. For example, the effect of emotional Gu is to confuse people's 

minds, and the effect of dumb Gu is to temporarily make people speechless. But about Chinese Gu, 

there is a saying in Nanzhao folks, don't provoke people in southern Xinjiang. , they can even get Gu on 

their children, you don't know when you got Gu! 

 

Although this is a bit exaggerated, it also explains a phenomenon from the side, that is, the appearance 

of people who are insane is often not much different, otherwise the Yintang will be black, the lips will be 

blue, and the nails will be black, I am afraid that no one will see it. Something is wrong with this person 

or what? 

 

"Hey... Yes." Old Cui Tou took a weak breath, pulled up her sleeves, unbuttoned her clothes, and looked 

at her body. At his level, only the patient was in his eyes. There is no difference between men and 

women. After the examination, he seems to understand how the imperial doctor diagnosed her. "Just 

looking at her face and fingernails, ordinary doctors would suspect that she was poisoned, and even the 



pulse signs were very similar, but poisoning and poisoning were very similar. There is an obvious 

difference between Gu, there will be no Gu lines on the body." 

 

   That was when the Gu worms traveled in her body, causing qi and blood stasis, which reflected on 

her skin. 

 

   It can be seen that the doctor in the Taiyuan Hospital still has two brushes. 

 

  Yu Wan released the little Gu Gu and said to the little Gu Gu, "Can you catch her Gu?" 

 

   Little Gu Gu nodded. 

 

   Soon, Little Gu Gu shook his head again. 

 

   The two looked at it puzzled, it fell down in Yu Wan's palm, grabbed its neck with its claws, and 

made a deadly posture. 

 

   "Uh... what does it mean?" Old Cui Tou was at a loss. 

 

  Yu Wan said: "It wants to tell us that Han Jingshu will also die after that Gu is caught." 

 

   Yu Wan frowned: "If only A Wei was here, he must know what kind of Gu this is, and how to solve 

the Gu..." 

 

   At this time, Yu Wan really misses Awei. Although she can control Gu, it is not because of how 

superb her Gu skills are, it is purely because she has a small Gu Gu. 

 

  Old Cui frowned: "If that's the case... then there is only one way." 

 

   "What way?" Yu Wan asked. 



 

  Old Cuitou said sternly: "Kill the person who was infested! If he is dead, the insinuation he inflicted 

will naturally be resolved." 

 

   "Is there such a thing?" Yu Wan has experienced a lot of Gus along the way, but because there are 

no small Gu Gus as powerful, they can be easily resolved, so she didn't make a fuss to the point where 

she would never die with those who attacked Gu. 

 

"I also listened to Qiu Bing accidentally!" Old Cuitou has a good relationship with grandma, grandma 

loves to listen to him talk, and in exchange, grandma will give him some common sense of witchcraft, 

among which is killing Gu masters. then knowledge. 

 

  Since grandma said so, it must be true. 

 

   It's just... Where do they go to find the murderer of the Gu? 

 

   Yu Wan murmured, "The capital is so big, where is the murderer?" 

 

  Old Cuitou reminded: "She has less than five hours left, and as soon as the sun rises, if she doesn't 

kill the Gu Ren, God will have no way to return to the sky." 

 

   "Squeak!" 

 

  Little Gu Gu jumped up with his claws raised! 

 

  Yu Wan looked at it and said, "Do you know how to find a Gu Ren?" 

 

  Little Gu Gu nodded his head! 

 

   "But how do you explain this to Jun Changan?" 

 



  To tell the truth, your Crown Princess' Gu has to kill the murderer to solve it, what? You don't know 

where the murderer is? It's okay, I know! 

 

   How did I know? 

 

  My little Gu Gu is capable! 

 

   Where did the little Gu Gu come from? 

 

  ...Isn't this still revealing the trump card? 

 

In fact, a single Nanzhao sacred relic may not be reminiscent of Yan Jiuchao's medicine introduction. 

After all, Yan Jiuchao's medicine introduction is the queen of Gu, not a small Gu, but I can't say why, Yu 

Wan has one A dangerous intuition: that is, it is best not to expose the little Gu Gu! 

 

At this time, Yu Wan still didn't know how correct her decision was. The little Gu Gu was the king of ten 

thousand Gus. It was only after Mingdu that it was discovered that it was actually the body of the Gu 

emperor. But until now, no one knew about it. , Little Gu Gu is not the body of a simple Gu Emperor... 

 

  Da! clatter! clatter! 

 

   Little Gu Gu couldn't sit still, and jumped up and down on the floor! 

 

   Is Yu Wan the only one who is free these days? It is too! 

 

   There is no fighting, it is lonely! 

 

   Yu Wan supported her forehead: "Okay, okay, I'll take you there in a while, don't make trouble! If 

someone discovers your existence, I don't want you anymore!" 

 

   Little Gu Gu instantly became honest. 



 

   What's more terrifying than being taken away is that I don't want you anymore. 

 

When    was caught, it could escape on its own, but Yu Wan didn't want it, so it would have no home. 

 

  Little Gu Gu bowed his head aggrievedly. 

 

  Yu Wan said to the old Cui Tou: "This matter... Don't let Jun Changan know." 

 

Old Cuitou hummed and agreed with Yu Wan's approach, although he always complained about Yu Wan 

and Yan Jiuchao, wishing he had never met them, but it was really related to their safety, so old Cuitou 

would become The same existence as grandma. 

 

   Even when Grandma was away, he was going to guard these two children. 

 

   "Wait." Old Cuitou squeezed Han Jingshu's wrist. 

 

   "What's wrong?" Yu Wan asked. 

 

   "She's pregnant," said old Cuitou. 

 

   "Huh?" Yu Wan was stunned for a moment, and quickly took Han Jingshu's wrist from Old Cuitou's 

hand, and carefully checked her pulse, "It's really a slippery pulse." 

 

   was just suppressed by the poison, it was too weak, and it appeared from time to time, so they 

almost didn't get it out. 

 

   "So, it's two lives." Yu Wan sighed, she is also a mother, how can she really bear to watch Han 

Jingshu die in front of her? 

 



   "Are you sure?" Old Cui Tou asked. 

 

   "Yes." Yu Wan said. 

 

   Whether it is to find the murderer or kill the murderer, she is sure. 

 

   "I am the most powerful saint!" she said. 

 

   couldn't bear to pierce her old Cui's head: "..." 

 

   "Okay, just look at me for a while." Old Cuitou said, stepping forward and opening the door. 

 

  Jun Changan turned around, his eyes a little eager: "How is it?" 

 

  Old Cui Tou said: "The situation is complicated, she is pregnant." 

 

   Jun Changan was startled immediately! 

 

The old Cuitou said again: "So I can't detox her for the time being, I want to save her womb first, I'll give 

you a prescription, you go get the medicine, remember, you must catch it yourself, I can't trust others, 

and , give me an empty yard, I'll take a break, I'm afraid I'll be busy tonight." 

 

   This change was unexpected for everyone. No one thought that Han Jingshu was pregnant. Does 

Han Jingshu know that? 

 

  According to the original plan, Yu Wan could leave Han Jingshu on the spot after curing Han Jingshu, 

and she didn't need to live there, but at this moment, the yard where the props were made came into 

use by accident. 

 

  Old Cuitou prescribed the prescription, Jun Changan went to get the medicine, and before leaving, 

he instructed Lvcai to place the old Cuitou in the yard next door. 



 

  Old Cui Tou is not a prisoner, so naturally there will be no guards watching him. There are only a 

few old women and maids on duty in the yard. It is not difficult to avoid the eyes and ears of these 

people. 

 

   "You wait for me here." Yu Wan said. 

 

   "Are you sure you don't want me to go with you?" Old Cuitou asked. 

 

  Yu Wan tutted, "We're both gone, what will you say later? I'm a maid, no one will care if you don't 

see me, you promise to walk under their noses from time to time." 

 

  Old Cuitou followed intently, and felt that what she said made sense: "I see, go and come back 

quickly, don't be brave, Yingliu will answer you outside the house." 

 

  Yu Wan felt that 80% of the time she didn't use Ying Liu, because from the excitement level of the 

little Gu Gu, the murderer of the Gu Gu should not be far away, probably in the mansion! 

 

  Yu Wan avoided the eyes of her servants and slipped out of the yard. 

 

  Yu Wan released the little Gu Gu, and now the little Gu Gu has been able to restrain her breath very 

well, and it is no different from ordinary insects when she doesn't do it. 

 

   "Where are the people?" Yu Wan asked. 

 

   Little Gu Gu pointed to the east. 

 

Yu Wan followed it towards the east, which is where the Wangyue Building is located, but there is not 

only a mansion in the Wangyue Building, all the staff of the Prince's Mansion live in that direction, and 

even Yu Wan needs to beat the rest of the people. Walk in front of the house to reach the deepest 

Mochizuki Tower. 

 



   If you come and go like this, isn't it easy to be discovered? 

 

  Little Gu Gu patted his little chest intimately, indicating that it can kill itself! 

 

   Yu Wan narrowed her eyes: "I'm afraid you don't want to go in and kill enough?" 

 

  Little Gu Gu: 嘤~ 

 

   was seen through. 

 

  Yu Wan gasped, what a cute bug, why is it so cruel? 

 

   Of course Yu Wan can't let it kill enough. Should that group of people be killed for a while, if they 

kill all of them, should they leave the house safely? Killing one has the risk of exposure, okay? 

 

   It's just that human life is at stake, that one must be killed! 

 

  Yu Wan said sternly: "You can only kill one person, that is to be a jerk, and you are not allowed to 

touch a single hair next to you!" 

 

  Little Gu Gu stretched out three small claws. 

 

   three. 

 

  Yu Wan: "..." 

 

  This item...Did you talk to her about the starting price? 

 

   "One!" Yu Wan said solemnly. 



 

  Little Gu Gu snapped back a small claw. 

 

two. 

 

  Yu Wan: "..." 

 

   Why do I suddenly want to pinch you to death! 

 

   Seventeen more! 

 

  Show off your biceps! 

 

 

 

  Chapter 722  Little Gu's instant kill! 

 

   Isn't it good to be a cute little bug? Do you have to learn to kill people? 

 

   Isn't killing one enough? Bargaining with her? 

 

   What kind of bug is this? 

 

  Yu Wan crossed her chubby waist and looked at it fiercely: "I said it for the last time, only one can 

be killed! If you dare to kill more, I will not want you!" 

 

  I don’t want it again, can you play some new tricks? 

 

   Little Gu Gu snorted and turned away. 



 

   This little thing! Also make a small temper? 

 

Yu Wan was almost infuriated by it, but Yu Wan also understood that no matter how badly this little guy 

sold out, she was determined not to back down, or she would get used to its bad temper, and in the 

future, if she had to make further progress, who would be able to hold it back? ? Yan Jiu Dynasty? 

 

  Yu Wan wanted to bend over to poke it, but found that her stomach was too big to bend down, so 

she stretched out her hand and said to it, "Come up!" 

 

   Little Gu Gu flashed up with a whistle. 

 

   But the way it came up... turned his back to Yu Wan! 

 

   How? Want a cold war? Can't you see your face? 

 

  Yu Wan stuck out her fingertips and poked its little body: "I'll tell you one last time, kill the Guren, 

and if you don't obey me, I'll take you to feed the chickens!" 

 

   Little Gu Gu exploded at that time! 

 

What is the natural enemy of    Gu? Chicken! 

 

   Of course, when it reaches its realm, ordinary chickens can't catch up with it, but it's still only a 

baby gu, and the little mind will still be frightened. 

 

  The little Gu Gu turned around aggrievedly, glanced at Yu Wan resentfully, and jumped to the 

ground to carry out this assassination mission. 

 

  It drooped its small head, dragged a long knife made of temporary branches, and walked on the 

grass with its head covered in dust. It was a lone swordsman! 



 

   Just a few steps away, Yu Wan suddenly stopped it: "Wait, take it with you!" 

 

  Yu Wan stepped forward, took out a small jade bottle from her purse, removed the cork, and 

poured out a Thousand Gu King. 

 

"I've thought about it, although you can restrain your breath now, you will still reveal your breath when 

you take action. If you know how to do it, maybe you will recognize that you are the body of a Gu 

Emperor, you let it do it. I thought about it, the opponent's ability should not be able to beat the 

Thousand Gu King!" 

 

  Yu Wan said, blinking at it. 

 

  Little Gu Gu immediately threw his long sword on the ground! 

 

   What fat four! No one is allowed to kill? Is there any reason? ! 

 

   In the end, the little Gu Gu did not twist Yu Wan, and took the Thousand Gu King to kill the Gu Ren. 

 

   That is obviously his own ration, a ration, and he lives more dashingly than this Gu King! fall! 

 

  The little Gu Gu came out, Yu Wan was not worried, this is not the capital of the Ming Dynasty, nor 

the witch clan, how could there be a master who can deal with the Thousand Gu King casually? 

 

   It turns out that Yu Wan was right. 

 

  Little Gu Gu, based on the connection between the Gu worm in Han Jingshu's body and the master, 

found the next Gu person—the subordinate named Gale Feng. 

 

Gu was made by him, and he also laid it down. Like A Wei, he is a Gu Master who knows martial arts. 

Such a Gu Master is too rare, and it is no wonder that Yan Huaijing did not suspect it, because even Yan 

Huai Jing understands that the physique of Gu Masters is very weak. 



 

   Gale's level is not low, he has reached the level of Gu Venerable. To be honest, it is really difficult 

for the Thousand Gu King to deal with him. 

 

   But did Yu Wan take out an ordinary Thousand Gu King? That was the Thousand Gu King who had 

been nourished by her pure Yin blood, and had been intimidated and ravaged by the little Gu Gu, and 

had inspired infinite potential! 

 

"who?!" 

 

  Geofeng was refining Gu worms in the room, and suddenly felt a strong and familiar aura, and after 

careful identification, it turned out to be a terrifying Gu lord! 

 

The aura of this Gu King was beyond his imagination. His eyes lit up immediately, and he couldn't even 

think about how such a powerful Gu King suddenly appeared in a place like Da Zhou. He put on silver Silk 

gloves, he was about to catch Gu King, but before he could do it, a white light hit his heart and knocked 

him to the ground! 

 

   Little Gu Gu didn't use the power of the Gu Emperor, it used speed and strength, so it didn't reveal 

its aura. 

 

   Don't let killing, fight is not too much, right? 

 

  Little Gu Gu rode on his nose, pulled out two rows of small claws, and snapped! clap clap clap! Clap 

clap clap clap! 

 

  Storm - Wind - Small - Gu - Claw! 

 

   Gale was beaten so hard that he couldn't fight back, he didn't understand what was wrong at all, 

what happened? What about the Gu King? It doesn't look like the power of the Gu King, does it? 

 

  Which Gu lord... hit people with his claws? 



 

   Is there a hole in the brain? 

 

Lie Feng had never seen Gu insects with such a clear and peculiar style of painting, and he complained in 

his heart, but soon, he couldn't even complain, because he was beaten with gold stars in his eyes and 

dizzy in his head. I can't even remember who I am. 

 

When    was finally beaten to the point that he could only breathe, the little Gu Gu threw the 

Thousand Gu King on him. 

 

  The Thousand Gu King shivered and bit Gale, who couldn't survive without it. 

 

   was killed by the Thousand Gu King, there is nothing wrong with it! 

 

   Little Gu Gu took the Thousand Gu King to Yu Wan's place to return to his life. 

 

   "Are you sure you killed it?" Yu Wan asked. 

 

   Little Gu Gu nodded. 

 

   "Did you kill it wrong?" Yu Wan asked again. 

 

   Little Gu Gu shook his head contemptuously. 

 

   "Didn't kill much?" Yu Wan asked again. 

 

   Little Gu akimbo, trying to run away! 

 

  The trust between each other! ! 

 



  Yu Wan happily pinched the little Gu Gu, and rubbed its belly with her fingertips: "Yo, my belly is 

deflated, are you hungry? Come on, I'll give it to you!" 

 

   After Yu Wan said that, she was extremely generous and pushed the Thousand Gu King who had 

just made a great contribution to the little Gu Gu. 

 

It is not like Ming Mountain is full of Gu, it is picky, the King of Hundred Gu does not like to eat it, and 

the King of Thousand Gu is not enough for it. Yu Wan has always controlled its food strictly, and only 

eats three Thousand Gu in a month. Wang, if it is hungry at other times, it can only accept its fate to eat 

the Hundred Gu Kings, otherwise it will continue to be hungry. 

 

   I just ate a Thousand Gu King yesterday, and it is reasonable to wait for another nine days to have 

the next one. 

 

  Thousand Gu Kings are stunned! 

 

   As if he didn't understand, why did he die faster after he made meritorious deeds? What about 

human friendliness? What about the dignity of insects? 

 

   However, to Yu Wan's surprise, the little Gu Gu did not eat it, but took the jade bottle and put it in 

it. 

 

   Then, Little Gu Gu patted the bottle, indicating that this has been given to it, and Yu Wan can no 

longer take it back! 

 

   Receive a younger brother, if he gets into trouble in the future, he will be called the culprit! 

 

  Since the murderer has been killed, Yu Wan was going to see how Han Jingshu was doing. She took 

back the little Gu Gu and walked towards Han Jingshu's yard. 

 

   Unexpectedly, before taking two steps, the human skin mask on his face fell off. 

 



Because she only disguised once, Yu Wan didn't use the Lan family's disguising technique. The 

disadvantage of ordinary disguising techniques is that the mask is easy to fall off... She will never admit 

that she is too fat, her cheeks are chubby, and she walks tremblingly. , trembling and shaking the mask 

off! ! 

 

The    tools are in the medicine box. There is nothing to stick the mask on at the moment, so Yu Wan 

can only press it with her hands and look around carefully. 

 

   As long as you go back to the yard as soon as possible, it will be fine, but God seems to be trying to 

get along with her today, Yan Huaijing, who was shunted by Jun Changan on the grounds of going to Bai 

Xiaosheng, actually returned to the house ahead of schedule! 

 

   Well, listen to Jun Changan, how about waiting for Bai Xiaosheng all night? 

 

   Can't wait so soon? 

 

   Are you unreliable, or is Jun Changan unreliable? 

 

   "This is true!" 

 

   Yu Wan gritted her teeth secretly and turned her back! 

 

Yan Huaijing was worried about Han Jingshu's condition. Although Jun Changan repeatedly told him that 

Bai Xiaosheng would show up and hope he would wait patiently, he was still a little restless. He left a 

guard to wait there. If Bai Xiaosheng came, The guards will stabilize Bai Xiaosheng and inform him as 

soon as possible. 

 

   After Yan Huaijing returned to the mansion, she naturally went to visit Han Jingshu first, and she 

met Yu Wan on a narrow road. 

 

   When he was passing by the rockery, he saw a fat... maid? 

 



   Yu Wan did dress up as a maid when she entered the mansion, but she was not a maid in the 

mansion. 

 

   "Who are you?" This outfit made Yan Huaijing's eyes widen. 

 

  Yu Wan lowered her head, holding a handful of grass that she had picked up temporarily, and said 

in a low voice, "I am the maid of Cui Shenyi. Cui Shenyi ordered me to come here to pick a few weeds, 

saying that it is for medicine." 

 

  Yan Huaijing said, "Has Doctor Cui arrived already?" 

 

   When Jun Changan split up with him, what he said was to make a two-handed plan, he went to 

wait for Bai Xiaosheng, and Jun Changan went to ask Cui Divine Doctor. 

 

   "Just arrived, I'm making medicine." Yu Wan said. 

 

During the conversation, Yu Wan kept her head down. If it was a year ago, she might not have been able 

to hide from Yan Huaijing, but she is now chubby. No matter how her figure is used, Yan Huaijing cannot 

contact Yu Wan. on the body. 

 

  Yan Huaijing had no intention of looking at a maid's face, and left in big strides. 

 

  Yu Wan heaved a sigh of relief. 

 

   I finally managed to get through, so dangerous! 

 

   After Yan Huaijing completely disappeared at the end of the path, Yu Wancai finally raised her 

head, turned around, and walked towards Old Cuitou's yard. 

 

  What Yu Wan didn't know was that the moment she turned her head, she happened to bump into a 

pair of deep eyes. 

 



   Gu girl Yiman stared at Yu Wan for a long time, and took out the portrait in her arms. 

 

The    portrait has been around for some years, but the facial features are still recognizable. 

 

   That fat girl has the same facial features as the woman in the portrait except for her fatter figure! 

 

  Iman hurried back to Wangyuelou and rushed into the man's house: "Sir! I found the person who 

stole the Holy Soul Orb!" 

 

  Who stole the Holy Soul Orb? 23333 

 

 

 

  Chapter 723  King of Leaks!  

 

   A hint of surprise finally appeared on the face of the man in the cape, who had never been 

surprised: "What did you say? Found it?" 

 

"That's right! I found it! I saw it with my own eyes! Although she has gained weight! But that face...is the 

woman in the portrait!" Gu girl Yiman put the crumpled portrait on the table in front of the man in the 

cloak. . 

 

The    portrait was originally a few years old, but it wasn't wrinkled. This is because Yiman was too 

excited to make it like this. 

 

  The man in the cape felt Yiman's excitement. If what Yiman said was true, they really found the 

thief who stole the Holy Soul Orb, then let alone Yiman, even he would feel extremely excited. 

 

   But they have experienced too many disappointments over the years, and the man in the cape will 

not easily believe that they have succeeded. 

 



   "Where is the man?" the man in the cloak asked. 

 

  Iman said: "In the mansion!" 

 

   The man in the cape frowned suspiciously: "The mansion? Did you say the Prince's mansion?" 

 

how can that be? How long have they lived in the Prince's Mansion? Everyone has checked, but no 

thieves were found. 

 

   Yiman said again: "I see her dress, she doesn't look like a maid in the house!" 

 

   "A guest from the house?" The man in the cloak fell into deep thought. 

 

   "It doesn't look like..." Yiman recalled what he saw and said, "She dresses like a maid, but she 

doesn't belong to the Prince's Mansion." 

 

  The man in the cape paused and said, "It may be a newcomer, or, there is a guest in the house, she 

is the guest's maid. Go and ask, who is in the house today?" 

 

   "Okay!" Yiman responded, turned around and walked towards the door. 

 

   "Wait." The man in the cloak stopped her, "Where's the gale? You let him go and tell him not to 

startle the snake." 

 

   Yiman went to Gale's house, and the door of Gale's house was closed, which was not surprising, 

Gale would refine Gu in the house every night, and at this time he mostly didn't want to be disturbed. 

 

   "Gale." Yiman called. 

 

   The people in the room did not respond. 



 

  Iman was not a martial arts master, so he couldn't notice that there was no breathing of living 

people in the house. 

 

   She raised her hand and knocked on the door: "Geez, my lord is looking for you." 

 

   Still no answer. 

 

   "Did you sleep?" Yiman looked through the crack of the door, and the light was indeed off. 

 

  Yiman went to the man in the cloak to return to his life: "Geez is asleep, why don't I go. Since she is 

a maid, she must be able to walk in the backyard. I am a woman, so it is convenient to go to the 

backyard." 

 

"Did Gale go to bed so early?" The man in the cloak felt that Gale was suspected of dereliction of duty 

today, but he didn't think deeply, and nodded to Yiman, "Go, if it's really a guest of the mansion, it is 

most likely to visit the prince. Concubine's, you can just bring an elixir and go there openly." 

 

   "Yes!" Gu Nv went back to the room and took a beauty pill for nourishing qi and blood. This kind of 

pill can't kill a person and can't heal a disease, so it's perfect as a pretense. 

 

   At this time, Yu Wan didn't know that she had been recognized as a thief, so she went back to the 

old Cuitou's yard, and the old Cuitou was in the kitchen making a contraceptive pill. 

 

   "Nothing went wrong, right?" 

 

  Yu Wan's voice suddenly rang at the door, Old Cui Tou trembled with fright, and the medicine jar 

almost fell out! 

 

  Old Cuitou glared at Yu Wan angrily: "What can I do wrong? You didn't do anything wrong, right?" 

 

   "What can I do wrong?" Yu Wan walked in leisurely. 



 

   "What happened to your face?" Old Cuitou stared at her and asked. 

 

   "The mask fell off!" Yu Wan took out the mask and played with it in her hand, and said 

indifferently, "I'll stick it on later." 

 

Yu Wan glanced at the medicine jar in front of him, and said, "Okay, don't do it, she doesn't really need 

to have a fetus, the guinea pig is already dead, let's hurry over, or Han Jingshu will wake up in a while 

and won't To explain how she woke up." 

 

   As soon as he finished speaking, Jun Changan walked over: "Divine Doctor Cui!" 

 

  Yu Wan was caught by surprise when she was killed, she was still holding that human skin mask, 

why did Jun Changan find it? 

 

  Jun Changan knew that her identity was not fake, but Jun Changan didn't know that Old Cuitou also 

knew. He took off his mask and chatted with Old Cuitou in the kitchen. The fool also guessed that she 

had a close relationship with Old Cuitou, okay? 

 

   Yu Wan is in a hurry to get angry! 

 

  Old Cui Tou calmly grabbed a handful of stove ashes and wiped it on Yu Wan's face. 

 

   Instantly turned into a cat-faced Yu Wan: "..." 

 

  As soon as Jun Changan entered the room, he was taken aback by Yu Wan's colorful face: "Madam, 

you..." 

 

  Yu Wan silently spat out the stove ash in her mouth, and said with a face ashen: "It's okay, I just 

boiled a medicine for your crown princess." 

 



  Jun Chang'an: Your battle to boil the medicine is too big. If you know, you are boiled medicine, but if 

you don't know, you should be boiled by medicine... 

 

  Yu Wan now has the heart to beat old Cui Tou to death, and she will return her beauty and beauty! 

 

  Old Cui Tou cleared his throat and said to Jun Chang'an: "The anti-abortion pill is ready, you can 

send it to the Crown Princess, and when she drinks the anti-abortion pill, you can almost start to 

detoxify her." 

 

   "No, you can go back." Jun Changan said. 

 

  Old Cui Tou was stunned, and Yu Wan was also stunned. 

 

  What does it mean to be useless? Can they go back? 

 

   The amount of information in these words is a bit large! 

 

  Jun Chang settled down for a while, and at the same time he was excited, he also said with some 

mixed feelings: "Prince Concubine woke up... She was cured." 

 

   It's not surprising that she woke up. After all, the Gu person died, and the Gu on her body should 

be removed, but what does the latter sentence mean? Was, people, treated, healed? 

 

  In Han Jingshu's house, the Gu girl was stunned! 

 

   She looked at Han Jingshu, who opened her eyes and looked at herself, shivering with fright, and 

fell to the ground! 

 

   What situation is this? 

 

   What about the good beauty pill? Why are you still awake? 



 

The Gu girl came to find the thief who stole the Holy Soul Orb. She had already inquired about it just 

now. The mansion had indeed invited a magician, and the magician had a servant girl with her. Gu girl 

guessed that the servant girl was herself. The maid I saw in the garden. 

 

The genius doctor and the maid went to make medicine for the crown princess, but she was not good at 

martial arts, it was impossible to sneak in, and there was no reason to follow the past, so they took out 

the beauty pill prepared earlier in the morning, and said to the servants in the yard—"I have one here. I 

don’t know if the ancestral medicinal herbs work or not, but it’s all for this sake, let the dead horse be a 

living horse doctor!” 

 

   Yan Huaijing's attention to those in Wangyuelou is known to the servants, and Gu Nv also came to 

treat Han Jingshu. In other words, Gu Nv is equivalent to another divine doctor in everyone's mind. 

 

   Gu girl delivered medicine to Han Jingshu, so naturally it couldn't be stopped. 

 

   The people politely welcomed the girl in. 

 

The Gu girl just stayed in the house under the guise of delivering medicine to wait for Old Cui Tou and Yu 

Wan, but with so many servants staring at her, she couldn't wait, so she fed the beauty pill to Han 

Jingshu, and the result was The previous scene appeared. 

 

No one knows the inexorability of this kind of poison better than Gu Nv. It might be possible if the gale 

comes, but she absolutely cannot solve it, not to mention that she has not really solved it. What she 

feeds is a qi tonic. Blood nourishing pills. 

 

  When...the beauty pill has the effect of dispelling Gu? 

 

   The Gu girl was shocked. 

 

  The people are happy. 

 

   "It's still girl Yiman who has a way!" 



 

   "Yeah! Thanks to Miss Yiman!" 

 

   "Didn't Jun's guard bring back a genius doctor? He asked Jun's guard to get the medicine, and also 

asked Sister Lvcai to prepare the yard. In the end, nothing was done, and I still had to rely on Miss 

Yiman!" 

 

   Gu girl has no idea how all this happened, she only had one thought in her mind: something bad 

happened! 

 

  To be honest, Jun Changan is also very painful! 

 

  You have an ancestral medicine pill, why didn't you take it out earlier? Waiting for Lao Tzu to be 

slaughtered by Bai Xiaosheng before taking it out, isn't this a high price paid for nothing? 

 

   "I really..." 

 

  Jun Changan really wants to kill! 

 

   But then again...Is there an ancestral medicine? How many generations has it been passed down? 

Are you sure it's not broken? 

 

   Doubt turns to doubt, it's a fact that Han Jingshu woke up, he bravely came to report to Old Cui Tou 

and Yu Wan, or... ordered an expulsion. 

 

  Yu Wan and Old Cuitou of course understood how it happened. They killed the gull, and Han 

Jingshu's guzzling was solved. It happened that someone fed Han Jingshu an elixir and found the leak on 

the spot. 

 

   This Yu Wan is not happy! 

 

  Why did she cure the disease, but let others pick it up? 



 

   As promised, the consultation fee is 10,000 taels! Still gold! 

 

   Now that the credit goes to someone else, doesn’t it mean that 10,000 taels of gold flew? 

 

  Yu Wan coughed lightly: "Cough, that... If I told you that my Crown Princess's Gu was actually solved 

by me, would you believe it?" 

 

  Jun Changan gave Yu Wan a light look: "Do you think the words 'I am a fool' are written on my 

face?" 

 

  Yu Wan: "..." 

 

  Fall! 

 

 

 

   Chapter 724  The truth of the saints! (three more) 

 

  Yu Wan failed to get the 10,000 taels of gold in the end, and Jun Changan sent both her and the old 

Cui Tou out of the house. 

 

   Even though Jun Changan had anger in his heart, it wasn't the fault of Yu Wan and Old Cui Tou, and 

he didn't want to vent his anger on them. 

 

   He carefully prepared two carriages, one to take Yu Wan back to the Young Master's Mansion, and 

the other to take Old Cuitou back to Lotus Village. 

 

   As a result, Old Cuitou's carriage was halfway through and Yu Wan cut off his beard. 

 



  Yu Wan brought Old Cui Tou back to the Young Master's Mansion. 

 

  10,000 taels of gold flew away, and Yu Wan's face was black! 

 

  Old Cuitou didn't dare to provoke her, but...Old Cuitou didn't dare to provoke Yan Jiuchao! Isn't that 

little snake's disease going crazy, better than a fat girl? 

 

   "Now! Immediately! Immediately! Go and prepare an antidote for Yan Jiuchao!" Yu Wan said 

fiercely with her arms crossed. 

 

  Old Cui Tou: "..." 

 

  Have I suffered a disaster? Did I cause you to be picked up by others? Did I not give you the 10,000 

taels of gold? 

 

I…… 

 

  Old Cuitou's mouth twitched. Just now, he wanted to protect these two children because his brain 

was broken. These two guys are clearly more irritating than the other. What he really wants to protect is 

his own heart! 

 

   He seriously doubted that one day in the future, he would not die of old age or illness, but would 

be mad at the young couple! 

 

   "It doesn't match!" Old Cuitou said angrily. 

 

"Why can't you match it? My father has found all the medicinal materials you need! The medicinal guide 

is also complete! Do you want the blood of a saint? Take it!" Yu Wan extended her finger extremely 

generously, and then she thought of it. What, she stroked her sleeve again, "Finger blood or venous 

blood, just pick it up!" 

 

   What pulse? Muscles? 



 

   I have nothing to do with the blood in your tendons? Don't say that your blood is useless, it is 

useful, and it doesn't even need a big tank! 

 

   No, what blood collection? Obviously bloodletting! 

 

   This girl's mouth always pops out inexplicable words from time to time, and she even makes herself 

crooked. 

 

  Old Cuitou still held back and didn't tell Yu Wan the truth. He was afraid of telling the truth. The girl 

was so angry that she gave birth on the spot. It was not yet due to give birth. He didn't want the little 

sage king to give birth prematurely. 

 

   He said sternly: "Actually, Yan Jiuchao is inconvenient." 

 

   "Why is he inconvenient?" Yu Wanxing asked with round eyes. 

 

  Old Cuitou cleared his throat: "Don't he have so many days every month? It's not like you don't 

know..." 

 

   Yu Wan seemed to have an epiphany: "Can you take medicine after that is over...?" 

 

  Old Cuitou's eyes flashed, and he said sternly: "Uh... that's right! That's the end of it! When that 

came, he was so weak that he couldn't take medicine blindly!" 

 

  The maids in the yard swear that they really didn't eavesdrop on purpose! It's true that Young 

Madam and Doctor Cui did not avoid them! 

 

   But then again, what do the words of Dr. Cui and Mrs. Young mean? 

 

  Young Master has so few days each month that it is inconvenient... 



 

   I was still very weak in those days and couldn't take medicine blindly... 

 

   OMG! Young Master... Young Master wouldn't be like them, coming here every month? 

 

   How is this possible? The young master is a man! But... Doctor Cui and the young lady both said so, 

so it shouldn't be a lie! ! ! 

 

  Yu Wan looked at Wangtian: "He's pretty accurate every month, shouldn't he be uncomfortable 

tonight?" 

 

  Young Master not only came that, but also came quite accurately? When the maids heard this, they 

had already determined that Yan Jiuchao was a relative who came to visit once a month. 

 

On the first day of the Yan Jiu Dynasty, there were a lot of things to deal with. The main thing was to 

listen to the ministers' fancy praise for themselves. From the appearance to the temperament, from the 

clothing to the soul, the ministers said it very well, without any heavy words. He was quite satisfied. 

 

   As a result, when he entered the yard, he felt that there was something wrong with the breath. 

 

   The eyes that people looked at him seemed to be... full of love and sympathy. 

 

  Yan Jiuchao frowned. 

 

  There was water that the little black eggs had not finished drinking on the stone table. He was a 

little thirsty, so he wanted to drink it when he picked it up, but suddenly, a maid walked over quickly: 

"Young Master! You can't drink cold!" 

 

   That one is coming, drinking cold water will make your stomach hurt! 

 

  Yan Jiuchao gave her a strange look. 



 

  The maids are most afraid of the young master, but they are absolutely loyal to the young master. 

For the sake of the young master's body, they must take good care of the young master even at the risk 

of being kicked out of the house! 

 

   Can’t drink cold in autumn? Yan Jiuchao looked at the sky strangely. 

 

  The maid took advantage of his distraction and risked her life to take away his cup, and resolutely 

stuffed him a bowl of steaming brown sugar water! 

 

  Nuangong Pain Relief! Drink it, drink it, drink it! 

 

  Yan Jiuchao: "..." 

 

  … 

 

  Yu Wan was brooding about the loss of 10,000 taels of gold, hugging the pillow and swearing 

secretly that she would find an opportunity to earn back the 10,000 taels of gold! 

 

   What she didn't know was that although she didn't get the gold, she somehow escaped the 

disaster. 

 

   You must know that the masters of the Saint Race are not so easy to deal with, Gale is just a little 

scoundrel, and the strength of the man in the cloak is really unfathomable. 

 

At that time, the Gu girl went to Han Jingshu's house, her original intention was to wait for Yu Wan to 

show up, and to confirm in person whether Yu Wan was the one who harmed the Holy Clan, stole the 

Holy Soul Orb, and shaved off all the masters of the Clan. woman. 

 

  Unfortunately, when Han Jingshu woke up, Jun Changan did not let Yu Wan and the two come over, 

and sent them out of the house directly. 

 



   Gu girl had the heart to inquire about the news of the master and servant, Jun Changan would not 

tell, although the servants knew that the other party's surname was Cui, he was a genius doctor, and the 

fat girl was his maid, but the people next to him didn't know anything. 

 

  The clue is here, completely interrupted! 

 

The Holy Soul Orb is the treasure of the Holy Clan. The cultivation of the masters of the Holy Clan 

depends entirely on it. After losing it, the masters of the Holy Clan have a fault. If the powerful race has 

no descendants who can succeed, then the race is not far from decay. . 

 

   This is why they must retrieve the Holy Soul Orb, and of course, they must also avenge the robbery 

(shaving) treasure (hair) back then! 

 

  Chapter 725  The power of the Holy Soul Orb! 

 

   But right now, the most urgent thing is not to find the Holy Soul Orb and the thief. After all, this 

matter has been delayed for so many years, and I don't care about waiting for such a day or two. The 

most important thing is how to fool Han Jingshu. 

 

  Although Han Jingshu denied it, the man in the cloak was sure that his conversation with Gale was 

overheard by Han Jingshu. After being in the house for so long, he had some observation and 

understanding of Han Jingshu. She was not a brainless woman. 

 

She may not know what the Holy Soul Orb is, but she can definitely guess that they are foreigners, and 

they have another purpose in entering the Prince's Mansion. The Holy Soul Orb and the thief are one of 

them, and the other important reason... But it is Lian Gu Female Yiman did not know. 

 

   "Where's Gale? Go and wake him up and let him go to the princess's courtyard to check on the 

princess's condition, if necessary..." The man in the cloak made a cruel gesture. 

 

  If necessary, then kill Han Jingshu again! 

 

   Gu girl called Gale Feng. 



 

   Dong Dong Dong! 

 

   She knocked on the door panel, but there was still no response in the windy room. 

 

   Didn't you hear it? 

 

   Can a master sleep so deadly? 

 

   Or, Gale doesn't want to take care of him? 

 

   The position of the Gu girl around the man in the cloak is indeed not as noble as that of the gale 

force. Thinking of this, the Gu girl is quite reluctant to respond, why show off? But it's just a little more 

work than her! When it comes to the ability to raise Gu, who loses to whom? 

 

The    Gu girl knocked on the door rudely, and said angrily, "Get up! It's not me looking for you! It's an 

adult!" 

 

   However, there was still a deadly silence in response to her. 

 

   It was at this moment that the Gu girl realized that something was wrong. Gale Feng looked down 

on her again, but she would never be disrespectful to the adults. She moved the adults out and went to 

serve the adults early with the temperament of the strong winds. 

 

  The door is locked from the inside, but the window can be pulled open from the outside. 

 

   Gu Nv went around the window, opened the Xuan window and looked at it, she was dumbfounded. 

 

   The light in the house was dim, but the moonlight and the pearly light of the lanterns under the 

corridor penetrated and fell on the cold corpse on the ground. 

 



  Yes, the Gu girl was extremely sure that Gale Feng was already a corpse. 

 

   "Sir! Gale is dead!" The Gu girl reported to the cloaked man. 

 

  The man in the cloak waved his robes and came to the Gale Room with murderous aura. 

 

The    Gu girl held the lamp, and the two of them looked carefully at Gale Feng's corpse. 

 

   "He was bitten to death by a Gu insect!" The Gu girl pointed to a small red swelling on Gale Feng's 

neck and said. 

 

   She is a Gu girl, so she can naturally distinguish which wounds are bitten by ordinary insects and 

which ones are bitten by Gu insects. 

 

  But...even though he was bitten to death by a Gu worm, how to explain the injury on Gale Feng's 

face? 

 

   He was beaten into a pig's head! 

 

   It doesn't look like it was punched with a fist, and it doesn't look like a human's big ears scraping a 

fan. Those extremely small paw prints actually look like... being slapped by a Gu worm! 

 

   But that's weird too, isn't it? 

 

   Can you imagine a Gu worm the size of a fingernail, riding on the nose of a big man and scratching 

at his big ears? 

 

   I can't bear to look straight at it! 

 

  Why are bugs so violent? 



 

   Moreover, judging from the **** and swollen face of Gale Feng, he was beaten into a pig's head 

first, and then bitten to death by the Gu insect. If he was bitten first, the blood of the dead person 

would stop flowing, and the corpse would not appear **** and swollen. 

 

   There were no signs of fighting in the house, that is to say, Gale was lying there and beaten, 

without fighting back! 

 

   Of course it's not that he doesn't want to fight back, but that he can't fight back! 

 

   You have to know that Gale Wind is a Gu Zun, who can beat up a Gu worm that is powerless to 

fight back, how much of a heaven defying Gu worm must be? 

 

   It's so unbelievable, you can't kill it with one bite, what's it like to be beaten into a pig's head? 

Besides, there is no need to bite after being beaten like this. Gale can die by himself, so why bother? 

 

  What kind of nasty bug is this? ! 

 

It is not uncommon for a Gu Master to die in the hands of the Gu insects he refined, so neither the man 

in the cloak nor the female Gu did not expect that Gale Feng was killed by a foreign insect, they just 

thought that he had refined something against the sky. Evil Gu, Evil Gu went into trouble, lost control, 

and devoured his master. 

 

   From this, we can explain why Gale Wind is so dead... Weird, not crazy, what kind of bug can do 

this kind of thing to people? 

 

  The man in the cape stared and said, "I'm afraid that bug has already escaped. Leave it alone for 

now. You asked someone to dispose of Gale Feng's body. I'll go to the Crown Princess in person to see 

her condition." 

 

  The man in the cape did not enter the main entrance, but performed light work, avoiding the eyes 

of the guards in the palace, and quietly flew up to Han Jingshu's roof. 

 



   He uncovered a tile, and dim pearls reflected it. 

 

  The dark night has become his strongest cover. He can see the brightly lit room, but the people in 

the room can't see him in the dark. 

 

  Prince Princess's step-by-step bed was covered with dust, and the bed could not be seen directly 

above. Fortunately, the angle chosen by the man in the cloak happened to be able to see the scene 

beside the bed at a glance. 

 

   Yan Huaijing was sitting on the edge of the bed at this moment, holding a bowl of sweet soup in her 

hand, feeding Han Jingshu spoon by spoon. 

 

   "I'm full." After taking the third bite, Han Jingshu took out the veil and wiped the corners of her 

mouth. 

 

   Yan Huaijing said softly, "You are pregnant, eat more, don't care about the rules." 

 

Royal family rules, eat no more than three, no matter how delicious the food is, you will not eat the 

fourth bite. Generally speaking, only one chopstick is used for a dish, and only two more chopsticks are 

used for the delicious food. Han Jingshu has no appetite, because it is Yan Huaijing fed her, she barely 

ate three mouthfuls, and she couldn't eat any more. 

 

   "I'm really full." Han Jingshu said. 

 

  Yan Huaijing has a younger sister, and Concubine Xu Xian often couldn't eat anything when she was 

still in her life. I heard from the maids that this is called sadness. 

 

Yan Huaijingquan was also shy when she was Han Jingshu, so she didn't force her to eat, she put the 

bowl into the tray held by the green calyx, and said to Han Jingshu, "Then when you want to eat, then 

tell the kitchen to do it. " 

 

   "Yeah." Han Jingshu nodded gently. 

 



  Yan Huaijing said again: "By the way, do you still remember what happened in the small garden? 

Who was the one who tricked you?" 

 

  The man in the cape stared at Han Jingshu's face for a moment, only to see Han Jingshu frowning, 

looking like she was thinking hard, then she held on to her temple and took a painful breath. 

 

   "What's wrong?" Yan Huaijing asked with concern. 

 

  Han Jingshu frowned and said, "I can't remember, but when I try to think about it, my head hurts!" 

 

  Yan Huaijing held her shoulders and said, "Then don't think about it, don't force yourself, I will find 

out!" 

 

   "Yes." Han Jingshu nodded obediently. 

 

  Yan Huaijing held her hand, and there was a rare tenderness in her eyes: "Thanks to Lord Yin and his 

subordinates this time, otherwise I might have lost you Shu'er." 

 

   "Your Highness!" Han Jingshu was moved, and her eyes turned red all of a sudden. 

 

   Yan Huaijing smiled slightly: "This time, it's a blessing in disguise. It was diagnosed that you are 

pregnant. Otherwise, none of us would know, and it would be bad if you bumped into it." 

 

  Han Jingshu lowered her eyes: "Well." 

 

"You rest early, I'll go to the study to deal with some official documents, and I'll come to accompany you 

later." Yan Huaijing helped Han Jingshu lie down, tucked the quilt for Han Jingshu, and said to Lucai, "I'll 

rest here tonight. " 

 

   "Yes!" Green calyx was surprised. 

 



   Yan Huaijing turned around and left the room. 

 

  Lvcai stepped forward and asked Han Jingshu, "Prince Princess, do you really not remember what 

happened yesterday?" 

 

  Han Jingshu shook her head blankly: "I don't remember, it's strange, how could this happen? Isn't 

my gu poison solved? Why can't I remember what happened yesterday?" 

 

  Lvcai said: "Forget it, since His Royal Highness said that he would investigate the murderer 

thoroughly, then don't worry about it, and take care of your baby." 

 

  Han Jingshu touched her stomach and sighed, "I planned to give him a surprise, but the doctor told 

him in advance." 

 

   "But His Royal Highness is just as happy!" Lvba said. 

 

   "You don't understand." Han Jingshu didn't want to continue this topic, "I want to eat sweet-

scented osmanthus cake, don't put too much sugar, you let the kitchen do it." 

 

   "Okay!" Green calyx went happily. 

 

  Han Jingshu looked at the top of the tent and sighed faintly: "What happened yesterday..." 

 

The man in the cape never missed Han Jingshu's expression from beginning to end. He felt that Han 

Jingshu did not seem to be acting. If Han Jingshu did not dare to speak to Yan Huaijing, the maid he 

brought from her parents' house could always talk about everything. He also said that he didn't 

remember, and it should be that he really didn't remember. 

 

   Besides, the premise of Han Jingshu's acting is that she discovers herself, Yan Huaijing knows 

martial arts, and even he didn't notice her existence, how could Han Jingshu notice? 

 



   After various analyses, the man in the cloak boldly guessed that it was the poison that had a side 

effect in Han Jingshu's body, causing Han Jingshu to lose his memory of that day. 

 

   This is not a bad thing, on the contrary, it is a great good! 

 

Before their goals are achieved, the Prince's Mansion is the best place to protect them. Unless it is a last 

resort, he doesn't want to cause both sides to suffer. Han Jingshu is still useful to Yan Huaijing's great 

cause. Without threatening their safety, Han Jingshu's existence is beneficial to both parties. 

 

  The man in the cape observed for a while, and made sure that Han Jingshu was still the same, so he 

put the tile back at ease and went back to the Moon Moon Tower. 

 

  What the man in the cape didn't know was that as soon as he left his front foot, Han Jingshu looked 

at the bronze mirror opposite the dressing table. 

 

Han Jingshu is a woman who loves beauty. Of course, she also has the capital to love beauty. She is 

beautiful and graceful, far surpassing all the celebrities in the capital. She is stinky and loves to look in 

mirrors. Decorated bronze mirrors on both sides. 

 

   And one of the bronze mirrors happened to illuminate the roof. 

 

  Han Jingshu did not notice that someone was coming, she saw it with her own eyes! 

 

   Of course, she didn't see the other person's face clearly, she only saw the roof tiles were 

uncovered, but it was enough for her to guess which group of people was watching her. 

 

   Now, after confirming that the other party was gone, Han Jingshu took out a small porcelain bottle 

from under the bed, which contained the medicine pill that the Gu girl fed into her mouth. 

 

   She didn't swallow it. 

 



She had woken up long before the Gu Nv entered the house, but the Gu Nv happened to be here. She 

wanted to see what the Gu Nv was going to do, so she pretended to be in a coma, but when the Gu Nv 

fed something into her mouth, She dared not pretend to be asleep any more. 

 

   Green Calyx walked in with the sweet-scented osmanthus cake: "Princess, the sweet-scented 

osmanthus cake is ready!" 

 

  Han Jingshu stuffed the pills into the quilt and said to her, "I feel a little sick in my stomach, you go 

and find Imperial Doctor Zhang." 

 

   Imperial Physician Zhang is Prime Minister Han's best friend and someone she can trust. 

 

   "Report to His Royal Highness the Prince?" 

 

   "He's on official business, don't disturb him, I'll tell him when he comes over later." 

 

   "Oh!" Green Calyx went without hesitation. 

 

   Imperial Physician Zhang came very quickly. 

 

  Han Jingshu screened back from the people in the room and handed him the pill: "Doctor Zhang, 

please help me to find out, what kind of medicine is this?" 

 

   After examining the pill, Imperial Physician Zhang said, "It is a nourishing pill for nourishing qi and 

blood. It is mainly made of fish maw, red dates, and yam." 

 

   "Is there no poison?" Han Jingshu asked. 

 

   Imperial Physician Zhang said: "No, pregnant women can also eat it, but the princess' qi and blood 

are not deficient, so there is no need to eat this." 

 



This is very strange. She thought that the Gu girl was here to kill her mouth, and the food she was fed 

must be poison. Even if it was not poison, it was a chronic medicine that could cause physical damage. A 

bowl of jujube porridge is no different. 

 

   Then why did the Gu girl eat this for herself? 

 

  Han Jingshu couldn't understand. 

 

   And Yu Wan, who was far away in the young master's mansion, also couldn't understand. 

 

   She couldn't understand why her 10,000 taels of gold just disappeared? 

 

  Which **** damn, actually picked up on her Niu Hulu Yu Wan's leak? 

 

  Yu Wan held her stomach and tossed and turned on the bed, Yan Xiaosi was dizzy when she shook 

her head, she stuck out her tongue so much! 

 

   Suddenly, there was a thud on the floor! 

 

   Yu Wan's movements stopped. 

 

   She looked at the beads on the floor, and at the peace talisman she was wearing around her neck, 

she took the safety talisman: "Huh? The bead fell off." 

 

  This peace talisman was a gift from Jiang's family the day before the wedding, with a bead in it. 

 

   Concubine Yun's grandmother once saved money and gave Jiang a bead, Yu Wan thought, this must 

be Concubine Yun's bead. 

 

   Yu Wan released the little Gu Gu. 



 

   Little Gu Gu, what's the big deal? He stared at Yu Wan with wide eyes. 

 

  Yu Wan pointed to the beads on the ground: "Pick it up." 

 

   Little Gu Gu was stunned! 

 

  Wake it up in the middle of the night just to tell it to pick up a broken bead on the ground? ! 

 

   Little Gu Gu certainly wouldn't pick it up by himself, it released its new little brother, and said in a 

arrogant way: Go! Pick up the beads! 

 

  The Thousand Gu King didn't dare to be tough, so he obediently jumped to the ground and carried 

the bead the size of a fingernail on top. 

 

  Yu Wan didn't care who picked it up, she took the beads in her hand. 

 

   She didn't pay much attention to this bead before, but today she was bored, so she took a second 

look. 

 

"Grandma Yunfei has been frugal for half her life, so she only saved such a bead? Grandma Yunfei is 

afraid that she was not deceived, this bead looks so ordinary, and the streets are better than it... …” 

 

   Before Yu Wan finished speaking, she felt like her fingers were pinched by something! 

 

  It hurts! 

 

  Yu Wan thought it was her illusion, and then she saw blood on her fingertips. 

 

   Yu Wan was stunned. 



 

what's the situation? These days... are beads still biting? 

 

  Beads: Humph! Make you look down on me! 

 

  * 

 

   A lot of comments and a lot of votes will make the two parties more motivated to code words~ 

 

 

 

  Chapter 726 Excited Yan Xiaosi!  

 

   There is not much blood on the fingertips, only a small blood drop, but this is enough to make Yu 

Wan wonder. 

 

Isn't    your own illusion? Bleeding from being bitten by a bead? 

 

In fact, Yu Wan was not quite sure at this time whether it was biting or not. The slight pinch feeling at 

that time had faded away, just like when a person touches something extremely hot, the first feeling 

may not be hot, but ice. In the same way, the first perception of the human body is sometimes wrong. 

 

  Yu Wan never believed that a bead could bite, so maybe she encountered something uneven? 

 

  Yu Wan took the bead in her hand and touched it over and over. No, it was very smooth. 

 

   Or... it has a Gu Gu hidden in it? 

 

  No, she always wears it on her body, if there is a Gu, she and the little Gu have already sensed it. 

 



  Yu Wan looked at the Thousand Gu King beside him again: "Did you bite me?" 

 

  Thousand Gu Kings exploded! 

 

   This pot can't be carried! 

 

  Little Gu Gu saw that the bead had injured Yu Wan, so she angrily hugged the bead and fell to the 

ground with a thud! 

 

   Then it kicked the beads around the room with one left and one right. 

 

Yes, Yu Wan felt that it was kicked and rolled around by the little Gu Gu, but after observing for a while, 

Yu Wan felt that it was not the same thing, because the little Gu Gu had not kicked the beads several 

times, but The beads are still rolling. 

 

   This is being rolled, right? 

 

   In addition to biting people, it can get out on its own? 

 

  呔! 

 

  Little Gu Gu smacked the scud of the storm, hit the bead in the middle, and kicked the bead into the 

air. 

 

The   bead slammed into the wall and bounced back, but this time, it didn't bounce back to the little 

Gu Gu, but bounced back into Yu Wan's hand. 

 

  Yu Wan just took the handkerchief and was going to wipe the drop of blood from her fingertip, but 

the bead flew over, and wiped the drop of blood away from her fingertip... 

 

  Yu Wan: "..." 



 

   However, at this very moment, Yu Wan seemed to have noticed something. She pinched the bead 

that had fallen on the bed, and saw that the ordinary bead actually glowed slightly. 

 

  Things that will suddenly glow, Yu Wan has only seen the Holy Maiden's Stone. Could it be that this 

guy looks like a bead, but it is actually a Holy Maiden's Stone? 

 

   Yu Wan's anger sank into her dantian (thinks herself), and suddenly released a powerful aura of the 

holy clan (thinks herself): "Blue!" 

 

  The beads did not change color. 

 

"green!" 

 

  The beads still haven't changed color. 

 

No, as the most powerful saint in the Underworld, her control of the saint's stone has already reached 

the point of perfection. Whatever color you want, even the gold that has never been recorded in the 

books can be sorted out. There is no reason only The bead in front of him didn't respond. 

 

   "It's not the Holy Maiden's Stone? Then what's your light?" 

 

  The pearl emits a clear light, not as bright as the night pearl. Yu Wan doesn't think it is actually a 

night pearl. The night pearl can always shine, but it suddenly brightens, just after...wiping her own 

blood? 

 

   Could it be that this is a luminous pearl lit with blood...? 

 

   Next, something even more incredible happened. Just when the bead was sparkling, the baby in Yu 

Wan's belly moved. 

 

   She seemed to feel the baby's excitement. 



 

   "Do you like this bead?" Yu Wan asked, looking down at her bulging belly. 

 

   No, I have been wearing this bead for a year, and I have not seen it excited. 

 

   Could it be that it is glowing? 

 

   After a while, the light of the beads disappeared. 

 

  My stomach didn't move either. 

 

   Can't tell why, Yu Wan actually felt that the baby was a little depressed. 

 

  Yu Wan shook the beads: "Bright!" 

 

  Beads do not light up. 

 

   Yu Wan threw the beads to the little Gu Gu: "Kick it!" 

 

   I can't even keep it up. It was kicked out by a little Gu. 

 

   Little Gu Gu, I'm very happy now, took the beads and kicked it violently! 

 

  The beads just don't light up! 

 

   "Does it really have to be blood?" Yu Wan looked at her fingertips that had healed, and only a drop 

of blood made it lit up for a while. If it kept lit all the time, how much blood would she waste? 

 

  Yu Wan hasn't lost her family yet. After some thought, she called Piner in. 



 

   On the other side of the Prince's Mansion, the man in the cloak has returned to his room in the 

Moon Moon Tower. 

 

   Gale's death still had some impact on him, but it wasn't too big. There were still people in his 

hands, but not all of them accompanied him into the Prince's Mansion. 

 

   Gu girl knocked on the door: "Sir." 

 

   "Come in," said the man in the cape. 

 

   Gu girl walked in with a bowl of ginseng soup. 

 

   This is the health habit of the man in the cloak. He will drink a bowl of ginseng soup every day. In 

the past, this was the responsibility of the strong wind. Now that the strong wind is gone, the Gu girl will 

take over the work spontaneously. 

 

  The man in the cape said nothing, took a sip of the ginseng soup. 

 

   Gu girl asked: "Sir, is the Crown Princess dead?" 

 

  The man in the cape said: "No, she doesn't remember what happened yesterday, so let her go for 

the time being." 

 

  Why don't you remember what happened yesterday? Although the Gu girl had doubts in her heart, 

she didn't doubt anything anymore when she saw that the man in the cloak looked confident. 

 

   "Have Gale's body been disposed of?" the man in the cloak asked. 

 

   "It's dealt with." Gu Nv said. 

 



  The man in the cloak really values Gale, but the dead Gale has no value, and he will not waste much 

energy on the other party: "In the future, you will do the Gale." 

 

   Gu girl rejoices! 

 

She has always hoped to find an official and a half-job by the adult, even if she has no position, it is also 

her honor to be highly valued by the adult. After all, the adult has an outstanding position in the saints, 

and with his blessing, she will be in the saints in the future. will be much better. 

 

   She looked at the man in the cloak and asked, "Sir, what should we do next? Are we continuing to 

find the whereabouts of the thief?" 

 

  The man in the cape drank the ginseng soup in the bowl before saying: "The whereabouts of the 

thief is important, but the more important thing is the Holy Spirit Orb. We must find a way to get the 

Holy Spirit Orb back." 

 

The Holy Soul Pearl is too important to the Holy Clan. It is not an exaggeration to say that it is the Holy 

Clan’s holy relic. Unlike the Nanzhao Holy Relic, the Nanzhao Holy Relic is just a symbol of faith and 

strength. , whether it is in Nanzhao or not, it does not affect Nanzhao anything, as long as the people 

believe that it is still there. 

 

   And once the Holy Soul Orb leaves the Saint Clan, everyone's martial arts improvement will slow 

down. No matter how strong the masters of the older generation are, they will die one day. Younger 

children are the true future of the Saint Clan. 

 

   For the rise and fall of the Holy Race, the Holy Soul Orb must be taken back! 

 

   However, the man in the cloak had a doubt: "You said...that thief has gotten fat?" 

 

   "Yeah!" The Gu girl nodded. 

 

In fact, the Holy Soul Orb was stolen nearly 20 years ago. The Gu girl was not born at that time, and she 

had never seen the thief in person, but there were many portraits of thieves posted in the clan, with big 



heads, There are busts and full-length statues of everything, so that the saints may not know what the 

king of the clan looks like, but they must know what the thief looks like. 

 

   "Shouldn't be..." The man in the cloak murmured. 

 

  The Holy Spirit Pearl is the most precious treasure of the holy clan. You have to pay a price to use 

the treasure. It must be nourished with the blood of a master to ensure its effectiveness, otherwise it is 

no different from an ordinary bead. 

 

   From the perspective of the man in the cloak, since that person stole the Holy Soul Orb, he just 

wanted to take it back and use it. Why didn't she steal it? Does it look good? 

 

   Don't bring such a violent thing? 

 

   And since she wants to use it, she must be relieved of her blood, and after so many years, it is a 

miracle that she will not die, why is she still fat? 

 

   Could it be that she killed people and fed them with the blood of others? 

 

  No, the Holy Soul Orb is very picky, and it disdains the blood of ordinary people at all. Only experts 

who have reached a certain heaven-defying realm are qualified to sacrifice to it. 

 

   Are there many masters in that realm? The saints couldn't find too many, not to mention the Great 

Zhou who did not have the ancient inheritance? 

 

   While pondering, the man in the cloak suddenly felt a familiar aura. This feeling was very strange. It 

seemed like a breeze was blowing, and it was like a raging flame, and the blood in his body boiled. 

 

   His eyes lit up: "Holy Soul Orb!" 

 

The    Gu girl also had a feeling of blood spurting. When she was born, the Holy Soul Orb was no 

longer in the clan. This was the first time she had such a reaction. 



 

   Is this the power of the Holy Soul Orb? 

 

  The man in the cloak said excitedly: "Someone is sacrificing the Holy Soul Orb! That demon girl...it is 

that demon girl who is sacrificing the Holy Soul Orb!" 

 

  … 

 

   "Is this okay too?" Ping'er asked. 

 

  Yu Wan looked at the bowl of blood she handed over, and snorted, "It should be alright, put it here 

first, I run out of this bowl, and then use it." 

 

  Ping'er put the bowl on the table. 

 

   In front of Yu Wan was a bowl of chicken blood and a glowing bead. Whenever the bead faded, Yu 

Wan would dip a drop of chicken blood with chopsticks to feed it. 

 

  Yu Wan is not afraid to finish feeding the chicken blood. After all, she still has duck blood, goose 

blood, and fish blood. Even if these are gone, isn't there still pig blood? 

 

   More is to feed it with blood, and it is full! 

 

   Seek the psychological shadow area of the Holy Soul Orb  

 

  Chapter 727 Awan enters the palace, cruel ninth brother! (Wan more) 

 

  Inhuman blood... No, to be precise, the Holy Soul Orb, which is a master's heart and blood, was 

forced to drink chicken blood all night. It can be said that it is a very miserable orb. 

 



  For the vast majority of fetuses, they don't wake up for too long. After feeling the baby in her belly 

has stopped moving, Yu Wan is too lazy to pound this blood-drinking bead. 

 

  Yu Wan put down her chopsticks, pinched the small round bead, and said inexplicably, "What do 

you like about your hobbies? Do you have to like drinking blood, or chicken blood?" 

 

   Holy Soul Orb: "..." 

 

The night of the full moon came, and Yan Jiuchao's longevity art was ineffective again, and the top 

master became an ordinary boy, but this is not the most embarrassing, the most embarrassing is that 

Lao Shizi's longevity art is ineffective on its own. Oh, it actually made all the other exercises ineffective! 

 

   You must know that since Yan Jiuchao devoured the Soul Rakshasa, he has possessed countless 

master exercises. 

 

   This time is good, it's all lost by the longevity formula. 

 

  ... so domineering? 

 

   When dealing with Soul Rakshasa, why didn't I see you so good? 

 

   However, does this mean from another aspect that the Longevity Art is actually more powerful 

than all the exercises, including the Soul Destroyer? Otherwise, how could it kill itself and kill them all at 

the same time? 

 

   It's not just one type of exercise, but dozens or even hundreds of exercises! 

 

   It was at this moment that Yan Jiuchao suddenly realized that the ninth level was probably not the 

highest state of the longevity art. 

 



After Mingdu broke through the ninth level, Yan Jiuchao didn't put too much thought into the cultivation 

of the longevity formula. Now, he felt that after his special day was over, it was necessary to study the 

longevity art. Fan. 

 

   "Young Master! The soup is ready!" Outside the door, a maid reported softly and walked in with a 

bowl of brown sugar water. 

 

  Yan Jiuchao looked at the brown sugar water placed in front of him, his handsome little brows 

wrinkled. 

 

   Is drinking sugar water popular in the house recently? Why are they delivered to his house three 

times a day? ! 

 

  Yan Jiuchao finally drank the bowl of steaming brown sugar water. 

 

After    finished drinking, the maid looked at him expectantly: "Young Master, are you warm?" 

 

   "What's warm?" Yan Jiuchao asked. 

 

   "Stomach, is your stomach warm?" The maid said looking at his stomach. 

 

   After drinking something hot, of course my stomach is warm. What kind of mental retardation is 

this? Yan Jiuchao hummed lightly. 

 

  The maid covered her mouth and smiled! 

 

   She knew that brown sugar water is the warmest! 

 

  The maid went out with an empty bowl with a smile. 

 

   Looking at the back of her leaving, Yan Jiuchao said that he suddenly wanted to kill someone? 



 

  … 

 

Although Yan Jiuchao did not grow up in a complete family, he had an excellent habit of taking care of 

his family before going to bed. During the time between the father and son, I went to see Xiao Tie Dan 

and San Xiaodan again, and waited until the children fell asleep before returning to their room with Yu 

Wan. 

 

   Yu Wan was tired from playing with beads and fell asleep on the couch of the imperial concubine. 

 

   Yan Jiuchao carried her to the bed. 

 

   But as soon as he exerted his strength, he stopped. 

 

   He gritted his teeth: "Yu Awan, you should lose weight!" 

 

  … 

 

  Yan Jiuchao has lost his skill these days, but this does not prevent him from harassing the courtiers. 

After all, there is no need to fight in the previous court, right? 

 

The ministers heard that this little madman went to court on time again, and they collapsed collectively. 

Yan Jiu went to court for two days without anything else, so he was praised in a fancy way. Well, I don't 

have any ink in my stomach, was it an official who paid for it?" 

 

  Cry, ministers, no matter how much ink there is, but hundreds of ministers praise you one by one, 

three to fifty times, who has ink left in their stomach? 

 

  Yan Jiuchao came early, earlier than anyone else! 

 

  I don't know, I think he is really a Ming Jun, but this guy came so early, he was completely blocked 

at the gate of the palace to hear people praise him for being handsome, dragging, and hanging! 



 

  The ministers once again saw the incomparably windy Buju, and Yan Jiuchao, who was sitting 

sideways on the Buju in a posture of undefeated Dongfeng. 

 

  The ministers collectively wailed in their hearts—— 

 

   O heaven! O earth! Take this monster away! They really can't take it- 

 

   However, the ministers really misunderstood Yan Jiuchao this time. Yan Jiuchao did not come to 

hear them praise him today, he was here to do business! 

 

  … 

 

   But Yu Wan slept until dawn, and when she opened her eyes, she found that Yan Jiuchao was no 

longer there. 

 

She had always known that Yan Jiuchao had the habit of getting up early, and she had never seen Yan 

Jiuchao get up later than her, but he used to get up early and get up early, most of the time he just sat 

quietly in the room, taking care of himself His little toy, and flipping through the comics of San Xiaodan, 

in a word, Yu Wan can see him at a glance. 

 

   That feeling is very reassuring. 

 

   But now, she has woken up for three consecutive days without seeing Yan Jiuchao! 

 

   I miss it so much... 

 

   said that she fell asleep in a daze last night, and she didn't know when Yan Jiuchao came back. If 

she hadn't moved from the imperial concubine's couch to the bed, she would have thought that Yan 

Jiuchao didn't come home last night. 

 

   No, if it goes on like this, she feels like she is widowed. 



 

  Tonight, she must persist until Yan Jiuchao returns! 

 

  What Yu Wan didn't know was that although she always fell asleep in a daze, every night, she was 

sleeping soundly in someone's arms. 

 

  After breakfast, someone came from the house and summoned Yu Wan into the palace. 

 

Yu Wan has been back in the capital for a few days. It stands to reason that she should go to greet the 

empress, but one, she has a big belly and is inconvenient to travel, and two, the emperor is lying on the 

hospital bed most of the time, and the empress has no time to take care of him. The clone silently 

avoided Yu Wan's greeting. 

 

   But today, someone came from the palace? 

 

   "Is that Eunuch Wang next to His Majesty?" Yu Wan asked. 

 

  Ping'er didn't know anyone from Da Zhou, so she turned her attention to Tao'er and Li'er beside 

her. 

 

  Li'er said, "I heard from Steward Wan that it's not Eunuch Wang, but Eunuch Qin by the Queen's 

side." 

 

  The queen wants to see her? 

 

   Also, we will see each other sooner or later. The young master's mansion and the queen are 

originally from the same camp. As long as the queen is free, she will inevitably go to her old man's house 

to order a Mao. 

 

   "What did the king say?" Yu Wan asked again. 

 



   It is impossible for King Yan to not know about such a big thing, and King Yan's attitude is very 

important. If he objects to his involvement with the harem, then Yu Wan will not go. 

 

  Li'er said, "Your Highness said, your body is the most important thing. If your body sinks, you'll be 

fine if you don't go." 

 

   This means that she does not object to her dealings with the queen. Yu Wan knows that King Yan 

loves her, but no matter what, she is now the wife of the imperial family, and the entertainment that 

she should have is indispensable. 

 

   As for her body, she is really fine. 

 

  Yu Wan nodded: "Bring the auspicious clothes, I will go to see the queen." 

 

   Eunuch Qin's original words were: "The niangniang hasn't seen the princess and several children for 

a long time, and she is very worried about it." 

 

The meaning of    is probably that the three little eggs have to enter the palace with her. 

 

   And Little Tie Dan is in the mansion. The four of them eat and live together. If they bring them 

without Little Tie Dan, Little Tie Dan should feel a sense of loneliness being left behind. 

 

The young master's mansion is Xiao Tie Dan's home. She didn't want Xiao Tie Dan to feel that he was an 

outsider, and she didn't want him to have a feeling of being under the fence. So she asked Xiao Tie Dan 

to prepare and enter the palace with her. . 

 

She is not worried that with a few children, there will be the phenomenon that the queen or the palace 

people prefer one over the other. You must know that Xiao Tie Dan's status is no worse than that of a 

prince of a country. He is the son of Emperor Ji of Nanzhao. The blood of the palace of the gods and the 

royal family of Nanzhao. 

 

   "Let's go." Yu Wan took Little Tie Dan into the carriage. 

 



San Xiaodan had seen the queen before, Yu Wan was very sure that the three of them still remembered 

the queen, Xiao Tie Dan had never been in the palace, Yu Wan inevitably told him more: "...don't be 

nervous for a while, who should I ask you to call me? I will tell you, have you learned how to salute with 

your mother these days?" 

 

   "I learned it!" said Little Iron Dan. 

 

   His eyebrows exude a confidence that can only be found when he is with Yu Wan, as if his elder 

sister is by his side, he is fearless! 

 

   Yu Wan smiled reassuringly: "Our little iron boy has grown up and is sensible." 

 

   What if you grew up in the countryside? There is noble blood flowing in the bones, and one day, 

the dormant lion cub will wake up. 

 

  Yu Wan felt that Little Tie Dan had an aura that made her more and more impressive. 

 

   "Mother! Little uncle! The palace is here!" 

 

   Xiaobao jumped off the carriage first. 

 

   Dabao and Erbao also jumped down. 

 

   The three of them ran inside. 

 

  The guards at the gate of the city were stunned when they saw the three little black eggs, where did 

the children come from? How did you break into the palace? 

 

  Stop it! 

 

  … hemp eggs! Did not stop! 



 

  What kind of child, how can he slip so fast? In the blink of an eye, it was as if someone slipped 

through the fingers! 

 

   "Ah! Princess!" A guard recognized Yu Wan. 

 

   This bodyguard saluted Yu Wan, and the others turned around and bowed respectfully when they 

heard his concubine. 

 

   "Be flat." Yu Wan said. 

 

   "Thank you, Princess!" Several people responded in unison. 

 

Later, the guards saw the little boy Yu Wan was holding in his hand. The child was about seven or eight 

years old. His eyebrows and eyes were one or two points similar to the princess's. His facial features 

were delicate and his eyebrows were cold. Their eyes are also very cute, but when the other party looks 

at them, their eyes are not so gentle. 

 

   Even Yu Wan didn't notice, Little Tie Dan's eyes changed, he was no longer the silly boy who ran 

around all over the hillside, the calmness between his eyebrows made people feel that he was a bit 

strangers not to enter. 

 

   Only in Lotus Village, and only in the face of his own family, is a small iron egg a small iron egg. 

 

   And when he arrived at Boyun's strange palace, he couldn't embarrass Helianting, his sister and 

father and mother! 

 

   "What are you doing so dumbfounded? Haven't you seen Nanzhao Xiaojun so soon?" Eunuch Qin, 

who got off the other carriage, said arrogantly. 

 

Yes, they have already heard about the princess' life experience. She is not a village girl from Lianhua 

Village, but a small county master in Nanzhao. She also has a younger brother who is a compatriot. The 

little boy in front of him turned out to be her younger brother. It's a bit strange. Like it. 



 

   Everyone hurriedly gave Little Iron Egg a salute. 

 

   Little Tie Dan raised his head to look at Yu Wan, his eyes became as clear as spring water again, Yu 

Wan nodded at him encouragingly. 

 

   Little Tie Dan grabbed Sister's hand tightly, looked at the guard in front of him, and said neither 

humblely nor arrogantly, "Be flat." 

 

   It's a lie to say that he's not nervous, after all, he's never been greeted... There are still so many 

people salute, but to say he's too nervous is not enough. He cares more about whether he behaves well 

or not, and sister is satisfied or not. 

 

   "Tinger did a great job." Yu Wan smiled and touched his little head. 

 

In front of outsiders, of course she wouldn't call him little iron egg. Thinking that the old lady still called 

her grandfather one by one, Yu Wan couldn't help but think that after a few years, her younger brother 

became famous, and some people opened their mouths. It's—"Iron egg! You're back—" 

 

   That picture... It's too beautiful to look at. 

 

   On the way to Fengqi Palace, Xiao Tidan talked about naming the baby: "Sister, is it a younger 

brother or a younger sister?" 

 

  Yu Wan said, "It's neither a younger brother nor a younger sister." 

 

   "Yeah!" What kind of monster is that? ! The little iron egg is simply stunned! 

 

  Yu Wan tapped his little forehead: "It's your nephew, or niece!" 

 

   Such an old child, why can't you tell the difference between generations? 



 

   "Oh." Little Tie Dan said calmly and asked, "If it's a nephew, can you call him a dog?" 

 

  Yu Wan: "..." 

 

   Yan Xiaosi: "..." 

 

  … 

 

   When Yu Wan arrived at Fengqi Palace, she found that Han Jingshu was also here. 

 

  It turned out that the queen not only summoned her today, but also summoned Han Jingshu. 

 

  Han Jingshu is the daughter-in-law of Concubine Xu Xian, and the queen also works hard for the 

image of a virtuous and generous mother of the country. 

 

  Han Jingshu was wearing the auspicious clothes of the crown princess, and Yu Wan was wearing the 

auspicious clothes of the regent princess. In terms of grades, both of them were first-class concubines, 

but in terms of power status, the crown prince who was placed in the air was far inferior to the regent 

who held real power. 

 

Han Jingshu also saw Yu Wan and Little Tie Dan. No one told her that Yu Wan would also enter the 

palace today, and no one told her who the little boy beside Yu Wan was. However, she was smarter than 

the guard who guarded the gate. Guess the identity of the other party. 

 

  Han Jingshu stepped forward and gave Yu Wan a small bow: "Princess." 

 

  Yu Wan's status today is a little worse than that of the queen. Everyone except the queen has to 

salute her when they see her. 

 

   Yu Wan was not pretentious, she accepted her gift generously, and then introduced to her: "This is 

my younger brother, Helian Ting, Ting'er, this is the Crown Princess." 



 

   "I have seen the Crown Princess." Little Tie Dan bowed his hands. 

 

  Han Jingshu nodded slightly and said politely, "It turned out to be the small county king of Nanzhao. 

It's a pleasure to meet you." 

 

  Yu Wan secretly said, people in the official circles can only talk about scenes, what is the luck of 

their siblings and Han Jingshu? Han Jingshu's husband has been entangled with her several times, and 

not long ago he used tricks to separate her from Yan Jiuchao. 

 

   But this time, Yu Wan may have really misunderstood Han Jingshu, because Han Jingshu's eyes 

when looking at Yu Wan are indeed full of kindness. 

 

  Han Jingshu glanced at Eunuch Qin, and said warmly, "Eunuch Qin lead the way, the princess and I 

have not seen each other for a long time, let's say a few words of kindness." 

 

   Eunuch Qin was puzzled, the two of you are about to fight, can you still speak your own words? Are 

you stupid or am I stupid? 

 

   Eunuch Qin is not afraid of Han Jingshu. The prince's real power is gone. Now Yan Jiuchao is the 

regent and supervises the country, and Yan Jiuchao is the queen's ally. Is he still afraid of the prince's 

mansion? 

 

   It's just... Yu Wan didn't show any intention of refusing, which made Eunuch Qin uncomfortable to 

stay here. 

 

   Eunuch Qin said yes with a smile, and went to Fengqi Palace persistently. 

 

   Yu Wan is always holding the little iron egg. 

 

  Little Tiedan is only a seven or eight-year-old child, but Han Jingshu didn't avoid him on purpose. 

She looked around and whispered to Yu Wan, "Thank you, Princess." 



 

  Yu Wan thought that Han Jingshu had left Eunuch Qin because he had a lot of "self-consciousness" 

to question herself, such as whether Yan Huaijing was still pestering her, or whether she would change 

her mind about Yan Huaijing... 

 

   However, after Han Jingshu finished saying "Thank you, Princess", she left herself and entered 

Fengqi Palace alone. 

 

  Yu Wan was confused! 

 

  “…” 

 

   Your pants are all taken off, show me this? 

 

  Yu Wan thought about it for a long time and didn't understand where Han Jingshu's thank you came 

from. 

 

   "Sister, what have you done, the Crown Princess wants to thank you?" Little Tie Dan asked puzzled. 

 

  Yu Wan said, "Your question is so reasonable, I want to know too!" 

 

  Although Han Jingshu's Gu was solved by himself, even Jun Changan didn't know about it, let alone 

Han Jingshu who was in a coma. 

 

  ...Does she know? 

 

   When she was in a coma, did she hear her conversation with Old Cui Tou? Recognize your own 

voice? 

 

  If that's the case, why didn't she pay herself the 10,000 taels of medical fees for Jun Changan? 

 



   Is it enough to say thank you? 

 

   The daughter of the prime minister's residence can't be so stingy! 

 

  Yu Wan caught the three little eggs near Fengqi Palace and took them to greet the queen. 

 

  The queen has become more and more radiant this year. The nourishment of power has made her 

seem ten years younger. Her brows are full of radiance. Where is the cold palace hatred woman? 

 

Next to the Queen    sits a little girl about the size of Little Tiedan, who is the Ninth Princess who has 

not been seen for a long time. 

 

   If she hadn't seen her at Fengqi Palace, Yu Wan would have almost forgotten about this shy little 

girl. 

 

The birth mother of the nine princesses is Mu Guiconcubine, and Mu Guiconcun went early. The nine 

princesses grew up in the Prince’s Palace. The Prince’s Palace is the place where the princes and 

princesses live. The empresses who are distinguished enough will keep the prince and princess by their 

side to raise them. Many of the lesser ones sent the emperor's heir to the Prince's Palace. 

 

  The nine princesses did not have the care of their biological mother, so they did not live well in the 

palace of the prince. After the queen walked out of the cold palace, she felt that the child was ignorant 

and cute, so she took her back to the Fengqi Palace. 

 

   The eldest prince was separated from the palace, and the queen was lonely, and it was good to 

have a child with her. This was the queen's original intention, but gradually, the queen found that the 

ninth princess was very popular with the emperor, so she became more and more interested in the 

ninth princess. 

 

  Yu Wan remembered that the first time she saw the Ninth Princess in Fengqi Palace, the Ninth 

Young Master was blushing and hid behind the mama, revealing a pair of big watery eyes peeking at her. 

 

   She smiled at the nine princesses. 



 

   Nine Princesses also smiled at her. 

 

   After that, the nine princesses liked to stick to her very much. 

 

   As long as she is there, the nine princesses must hold her hand. 

 

   In my impression, the nine princesses are a shy child who doesn't talk much, but her smile is pure 

and she is a lovely girl like a fairy. 

 

   But this time, seeing the Ninth Princess again, she couldn't tell why, Yu Wan always felt that her 

smile was not as happy as before, and her eyes were even dull from time to time. 

 

Yu Wan and Xiao Tie Dan have not seen each other for a year, but they can still maintain a close 

relationship because they are blood relatives who grew up together. Feelings will not disappear casually, 

but it is different from the Nine Princesses. 

 

   I haven't seen it too many times in total. How much I liked at that time was diluted by a year's time. 

 

   "Nine princesses, this is your sister Wan, remember?" The queen took the ninth princess's hand 

and said softly. 

 

  The ninth princess looked at Yu Wan blankly, and there seemed to be a trace of excitement in her 

eyes, but it was fleeting, and Yu Wan almost suspected that she was wrong. 

 

   Nine princesses lowered their eyes. 

 

  The imperial palace smiled awkwardly: "How can this child recognize that he was born? You liked 

your sister Wan at that time, and always followed behind your sister Wan like a little tail." 

 

   said, "Nine princesses are just recovering from a serious illness. I'm afraid she's still tired. The 

servant girl should take her back to her room to rest." 



 

   "Alright." The Queen said lovingly. 

 

   "Is the ninth princess sick?" Han Jingshu asked. 

 

The Queen    said with a smile: "I caught a cold a few days ago, and I drank a few medicines. It's no 

longer a serious problem, but I heard that you were poisoned. How is it? But everything is fine?" 

 

  Han Jingshu bowed and said, "I'm fine, thank you mom for thinking about it." 

 

   Referring to this matter, the Queen's smile faded: "Who dares to break into the Prince's Mansion at 

night and cause harm to the Prince's Mansion, I really don't know what to say! Can the thief be caught?" 

 

   "Prince is still investigating." Han Jingshu said. 

 

   At this time, Mammy had already stood up holding the hand of the Ninth Princess. The Ninth 

Princess blessed the Queen, and then, under the leadership of Mamma, blessed Yu Wan and Han 

Jingshu, and then went to the side hall. 

 

The Queen    nodded and said, "Prince is a measured man. He will not let the murderer go 

unpunished." 

 

   These words are intriguing, you can praise people for being smart, you can praise people for being 

diligent, but what is the sense of proportion? What measure is needed in catching the murderer? Isn't it 

right and proper to punish the wicked and eliminate the evil? 

 

  Yu Wan thought so in her heart, but she didn't show it on her face, she just silently drank the rose 

tea that was specially made for her. 

 

   Little Tie Dan and San Xiaodan went outside to play after meeting the queen. 

 



The Queen    asked Yu Wan if she wanted to send a few more people to watch. Yu Wan bluntly said 

no, it would be useless to send it. Who can watch those little devil kings? 

 

   But she also warned them in advance not to cause trouble for her. 

 

  San Xiaodan nodded very obediently. 

 

The Queen    still didn't know the news of Han Jingshu's pregnancy. This is what Han Jingshu meant. 

It would not be too late to announce to the world after the three-month fetus has settled down. 

 

  The queen only cared about Yu Wan's pregnancy, and asked Yu Wan how she was eating, how she 

was sleeping, and whether it was harmful or not. 

 

  Yu Wan answered one by one. When she answered, Han Jingshu listened carefully. 

 

   After all, I am also pregnant, so it is always right to get more sutras. 

 

   The three of them were talking when the maid who sent the ninth princess back to the bedroom 

came and whispered something in front of the queen. The queen nodded: "This palace knows." 

 

  Mamma back off. 

 

The Queen smiled and said to Yu Wan and Han Jingshu: "The ninth princess refuses to take medicine, 

this palace is going to coax her, you all sit down for a while." 

 

   The two of them answered in unison. 

 

After the queen left, Han Jingshu sat next to Yu Wan, poured a cup of flower tea for Yu Wan, and 

whispered: "The queen is looking for you, I'm afraid there is something in the courtroom to discuss with 

you, you should be alert and don't get caught in it. ." 

 



Huh? 

 

  Han Jingshu is...what are you doing? 

 

   She and the queen belonged to the same camp, but Han Jingshu advised herself to alert the queen, 

is there such a thing to sow discord? Is this insulting her IQ or her own? 

 

   "I'm not hurting you." Han Jingshu said. 

 

Although the Queen is gone, there are still many servants and palace servants in the hall. Han Jingshu's 

volume is low, just enough for herself and Yu Wan to hear. 

 

  Yu Wan touched her chin: "Aren't you hurting me, are you helping me?" 

 

  Han Jingshu said: "Whatever you say, in short, don't rush to agree to what the Queen says in a 

while." 

 

  Yu Wan narrowed her eyes and looked at her: "Miss Han, if you think about me like this, it will make 

me suspect that you have other motives. Tell me the truth, do you... have a crush on me?" 

 

  Han Jingshu just poured herself a cup of scented tea, and just took a sip, she was provoked by Yu 

Wan with a puff... it spewed out. 

 

   "You..." Han Jingshu made Yu Wan blushed. 

 

  Yu Wan widened her eyes: "Look at you, you blushed, you really like me!" 

 

  Han Jingshu's silver teeth were almost shattered, what kind of **** are you talking about? Like 

what a regent princess should say? 

 

   "I don't!" Han Jingshu shouted. 



 

   Yu Wan raised her eyebrows: "Then you are repaying me?" 

 

   "Well." Han Jingshu subconsciously admitted, and after admitting it, she realized that she had been 

tricked by Yu Wan. 

 

   She was stunned and looked at Yu Wan in disbelief. She didn't seem to understand how the other 

party noticed, and she didn't seem to understand how the other party came up with such a shameless 

formula. 

 

   At this moment, Yu Wan suddenly shouted: "Oh! I heard my son cry! Could it be that something 

happened to him in your Fengqi Palace?" 

 

  The faces of the people in the palace were so frightened that their faces changed greatly. Princess, 

please speak well. What is it that something happened in our Fengqi Palace, and we can't explain it to 

Your Majesty and the Prince Regent when it spreads out? 

 

  The people in the palace couldn't care less about serving Yu Wan and Han Jingshu at this time, and 

they all ran out in a hurry to find the little black eggs who didn't know where Ye went. 

 

  The palace people left, and Yu Wan, who shouted that my son was crying, drank the herbal tea 

leisurely. 

 

  Han Jingshu then understood that the palace people were also fooled by this girl. 

 

   Actually Yu Wan's acting skills are very hot, at least that's what Han Jingshu thinks, but she has a 

domineering spirit and confidence - my son didn't cry? Want to make a bet? The kind that loses the 

whole door! 

 

  It's no wonder that people in the palace dare to gamble. 

 

There were only two Yu Wan left in the    large hall. Yu Wan said straight to the point: "Okay, Miss 

Han, let's not talk secretly, do you know who solved your poison?" 



 

   Speaking of which, there is no need to hide it anymore. 

 

  Han Jingshu didn't really want to pierce this layer of window paper with Yu Wan out of multiple 

considerations. She could see Yu Wan's ingenuity. She felt that even if she didn't pierce it, Yu Wan would 

try her best to rip it apart. 

 

  Han Jingshu said calmly: "Yes, I know. Although I was in a coma for the past two days, my mind was 

clear. I heard your conversation with Dr. Cui." 

 

   "How much have you heard?" Yu Wan asked. 

 

   "I heard it all." Han Jingshu said, "Your name is Doctor Cui, Old Cui Tou. There seems to be a third 

person, but I don't know who that person is." 

 

  Han Jingshu didn't mean to ask who the third person was, and Yu Wan probably wouldn't tell her if 

she asked. 

 

Yu Wan's eyes rolled, and she had spoken to the little Gu Gu. Han Jingshu thought she was talking alone. 

It seemed that Han Jingshu did not know the identity of the little Gu Gu, but only heard the relationship 

between herself and the old Cuitou. relationship, and he wants to kill the murderer to relieve her. 

 

  Small Gu Gu, the trump card, is just fine. When necessary, revealing small secrets and preserving big 

secrets can be regarded as the lesser of two evils. 

 

  Yu Wan took a sip of tea and said without changing her face: "You don't care who the third person 

is, since you've heard so much, you must have guessed that I have a close relationship with Old Cui 

Tou?" 

 

   "Yeah." Han Jingshu nodded. 

 

  Yu Wan said again: "What's the relationship between old Cuitou and the prince, do you know?" 



 

Han Jingshu didn't hide it, and said truthfully: "I know that Cui Shenyi used to be the imperial doctor of 

the palace and was used by Concubine Xu Xian. Later, he resigned from the position of imperial 

physician and went to the outside world to idle the clouds and wild cranes, but Concubine Xu Xian's 

character, if not completely If you hold this person, you won't let him leave alive." 

 

  Yu Wan sighed softly: "You know your mother-in-law very well. That's right, he used to belong to 

the prince, but now, he is ours. If you want to tell the prince, then go." 

 

   Yu Wan said so, but she knew in her heart that Han Jingshu would not report this to Yan Huaijing. 

 

   If she wanted to sue, she would have sued long ago. 

 

   She first thanked herself outside the Fengqi Palace, and then reminded herself the Empress of the 

Embankment that she clearly wanted to repay her life-saving grace. 

 

   It is hard to say whether they will turn against each other in the future, but at least for now, Yu 

Wan is sure that Han Jingshu will not harm her. 

 

   In this way, what Han Jingshu said is true, and the queen is indeed planning to do her own routine. 

 

   Footsteps came from outside the hall, it was the queen who came back! 

 

  Han Jingshu hurriedly picked up her half-drinking cup and returned to the chair opposite Yu Wan. 

 

   "Hey! Gold!" Yu Wan then remembered the most important thing and gestured at her silently. 

 

  Han Jingshu frowned in confusion and asked, "What?" 

 

   "Gold!" Yu Wan stretched out an index finger and said silently, "Ten thousand taels! Verbal 

gratitude is not accepted!" 



 

   "What?" Han Jingshu was at a loss. 

 

  The queen came in. 

 

   Yu Wan is about to despair. 

 

  Her gold, why is it so hard to get it! 

 

When the queen entered the palace, she found that the maids were not there, and she couldn't help but 

ask, "Where have they all gone?" 

 

  Yu Wan said without changing her face: "They seem to have heard Dabao and his two younger 

brothers crying and are looking for someone." 

 

  The queen looked slightly stunned, turned her head and said to Han Jingshu: "You rarely come to 

the palace, so go sit with Concubine Xian, she misses you strangely." 

 

   Yu Wan bit her lip and looked at Han Jingshu. 

 

  The card machine—— 

 

  Stay! 

 

   Give me the gold before leaving! 

 

   "Yes." Han Jingshu bowed respectfully to the queen, and left Shi Shiran. 

 



  Yu Wan felt that her soul had been taken out of time, and she slumped on the seat weakly. You 

didn't have to guess that Han Jingshu would go straight back to the house after visiting Concubine Xu 

Xian, and her 10,000 taels of gold...I couldn't get it again! 

 

  Han Jingshu's trip almost seemed to give Yu Wan hope, and then turned all hope into despair. Yu 

Wan was in a terrible mood and had no time to take care of the queen. 

 

   "Awanna..." The queen smiled and finally began to cut to the point with Yu Wan. 

 

  Han Jingshu is right, the Queen's tone is that she wants to set her own routine, and Yu Wan is by no 

means a person who will compromise with the routine. Since the outcome is already doomed, there is 

no need to waste time. 

 

  Yu Wan stood up and said, "Empress Empress, I'm tired. I'll retire today and come back to visit you 

another day." 

 

   When she said this, she rarely pretended to hold her stomach, with a posture of "I'm about to give 

birth, I really can't afford it, hurry up and let me go back, or I'll give birth to you in minutes"! 

 

The Queen    is a little stunned. Just now, you stood up more easily than if you were not pregnant. 

Why do you feel like your belly has weighed dozens of pounds when you speak a sentence? 

 

Although... According to Yu Wan's month, the current situation is normal. The problem is that Yu Wan 

has never been normal after entering the Fengqi Palace. She is walking like a fly. If you know, she is 

pregnant, but if you don't know, she is still her I just stuffed a pillow into my clothes! 

 

The queen couldn't take care of sorting out the confusion in her mind at the moment, she also stood up, 

looked at Yu Wan steadily, and said pleasantly: "This palace has ordered the imperial kitchen to prepare 

a banquet, and it will be used here at Fengqi Palace at noon. Let's eat." 

 

   She had a warm smile and gentle eyebrows, but her tone was clearly undeniable. 

 

   Is this taking her status as a queen to oppress her? 



 

   Yu Wan wanted to laugh. 

 

  I haven't seen her for a year, the queen is gone, she probably forgot who pulled her out of the cold 

palace. 

 

   "Empress... What did you just say?" Yu Wan smiled lightly and looked at the queen. 

 

   At this moment, Yu Wan's aura also changed. 

 

   She also smiled, but exuded a more powerful and domineering aura than the queen. 

 

  Empress's heart trembled, she understood that she shouldn't use her status to oppress others, but 

she is the queen, why can't she use her status to oppress others! 

 

  The queen said with a serious look: "Bengong said, you stay and dine with me!" 

 

   "What if I don't stay?" Yu Wan said lightly. 

 

The Queen    squeezed her fingers: "Awan, you should understand that this palace likes you very 

much..." 

 

   Yu Wan interrupted her: "There are many people who like me, but not everyone invites me to 

dinner, I have to agree." 

 

  The queen's eyes turned cold, and she said in a single word, "This palace is the queen!" 

 

  Yu Wan said without showing weakness: "I am the Princess Regent!" 

 



The queen regent choked the queen to the point of being completely speechless. At first, Yan Huaijing 

was only temporarily acting as the prince to supervise the country, and at the same time, when she was 

able to listen to the government, she could not do Yan Huaijing in the court. Now that the emperor 

canonized Yan Jiu Dynasty as the regent, he not only took Yan Huaijing's right to supervise the country, 

but also canceled her position of listening to the government. What does this mean? 

 

   It means that she and Yan Huaijing together can't make a single Yan Jiuchao! 

 

  The political power of the dynasty completely fell into the hands of Yan Jiuchao, and with it, Yu Wan 

also became a real queen without a crown. 

 

   The Queen didn't understand this, so she was polite at first, and it was Yu Wan who didn't give her 

face at all, which made her angry. 

 

  If she had just left the cold palace, she would not have been so unreasonable, but this year she had 

been too good, too smooth, too fussy, and even she gradually became a little complacent. 

 

  Yu Wan looked at the empress lightly: "Empress, people can be unthankful, but they can't be 

without self-knowledge, so they can do it for themselves." 

 

Yu Wan's words are a bit serious. If she was simply her own royal aunt, Yu Wan would never be so rude, 

but she is clearly a ignorant white-eyed wolf. How did they pull her out of the cold palace in the first 

place? When she came out, she was afraid that she would forget everything. 

 

   There is only a deal between them, don't try to use the identity of the queen to oppress her, let 

alone cheat her while Yan Jiuchao is not there, since you've moved her mind, be prepared to be slapped 

in the face by her. 

 

  The queen gritted her teeth: "You've committed a crime like this...Aren't you afraid of being scolded 

by people all over the world?" 

 

   Yu Wan smiled coldly: "The queen is afraid of misunderstanding the following crimes. What 

qualifications does a queen without real power have to say that I have committed the following 

crimes?" 



 

In fact, it's not a big deal, but there was a corruption case in the court, which involved a lot, and the 

queen's cousin was also implicated. This case was suppressed when she was still under the curtain, and 

now I don't know which one is dead. It was stabbed out again, and it was stabbed into Yan Jiuchao's 

hands. 

 

The queen believes that Yan Jiuchao is not a fool and will not easily move the Ma family. After all, she 

and Yan Jiuchao are in the same camp. The power of her mother's family is the power of Yan Jiuchao. To 

move her cousin is not a disguised cut. Yan Jiuchao's own wings? 

 

But Yan Jiuchao was acting weird. She was worried that her cousin would say something that shouldn't 

be said, which would offend Yan Jiuchao, so she thought of talking to Yu Wan first and asking Yu Wan to 

give Yan Jiuchao some air. The Ma family opened up. 

 

  I embezzled a little money, the big deal is to pay it back! It was a small thing, wasn't it? But how did 

it end... it turned into a scene where the two sides broke apart? 

 

  It was this girl who **** her off! 

 

   The big thing about Sesame was so violent that it was almost irreversible! 

 

  The queen's reason finally prevailed, and she decided to save their relationship. 

 

She took a deep breath, suppressed the rolling anger, and squeezed out a stiff smile: "Awan, you are 

young and angry, I don't care about you anymore, to put it bluntly, it's not a big deal, family, red face , 

it's over, it's over." 

 

  Yu Wan smiled: "The meaning of the Queen's words... is it still my fault? And Queen, you don't care 

about me a lot, you really are a mother in the world." 

 

   "Awan!" The Empress gave her a snort, restrained her anger and stepped forward, holding Yu 

Wan's hand, and she was about to release the suspicion one last time, but unexpectedly, Eunuch Qin 

walked in in a panic. 



 

   "Niangniang!" Eunuch Qin knelt on the ground with a plop, tears pouring down like rain! 

 

   "What's wrong?" the queen asked in a deep voice. 

 

   Eunuch Qin looked at Yu Wan, then at the Queen, and wept bitterly: "Master Ma... Master Ma was 

cut in the waist!" 

 

   Mr. Ma, the queen's cousin, the newly appointed Minister of the Ministry of Housing, in order to 

find this position for the cousin, the Queen did not miss the back door, and forcibly transferred the 

former Minister of the Ministry of Household. 

 

  I thought that the Ma family could rely on this relationship to rise step by step, but after only a few 

months of work, Ma Shilang was beheaded by Yan Jiuchao? ! 

 

The Queen    only felt that the world was spinning for a while, and the blood all over her body froze! 

 

   Cut in half! 

 

   It turned out to be a waist cut! 

 

The terrible thing about    cutting in half is that the person being executed will not die immediately. 

After the person being executed is cut off in half, he has to roll on the ground in pain for half an hour 

before dying! 

 

   What kind of horrible picture is that? 

 

   And because the punishment of beheading in the waist was too cruel, he had already been 

deposed by the late emperor. What did her cousin do to make Yan Jiuchao fall for this cruel hand! 

 



  Yu Wan believes in Yan Jiuchao, Yan Jiuchao seems to be not serious, but he has never played a 

child before the big right and wrong, and the person who can get him to be executed in half must have 

done a heinous thing! 

 

 

 

  Chapter 728 The wrath of Brother Nine!  

 

  Golden Throne Hall, the ministers were stunned and silent. 

 

   On the seat of the regent, a step away from the dragon chair, Yan Jiuchao's face was calm, as if the 

person who had just given the order to cut in half was not himself. 

 

The ministers broke out in cold sweat, not because they were afraid that Yan Jiuchao would cut 

everyone in the courtroom in half, but they really did not expect that the regent, who was not doing his 

job properly and chasing ducks on the shelves, would really start to intervene. Their court, and as soon 

as they asked, gave them a thunderous blow. 

 

  The ministers whispered secretly, is it enough to praise you all day long to meet your needs? How 

are you going to scare us? 

 

   However, after whispering, not a single minister spoke out to stop him when Yan Jiuchao ordered 

Ma Shilang to be cut in half. 

 

too fast! 

 

   Yan Jiuchao gave an order, and the master named Ying Shisan beside him dragged him out and cut 

him off with a sword! 

 

   They are still digesting the meaning of cutting in half! ! ! 

 

   But then again, should this Ma Shilang be sentenced to death? 



 

   This time, we have to start with the Cangzhou flood a few months ago. Cangzhou is located in the 

southwest of Dazhou. The soil is fertile and there are many fertile fields. Many grains in the Dazhou 

Dynasty were produced in Cangzhou. 

 

  This summer, Cangzhou suffered floods, dams burst, flooding hundreds of hectares of fertile 

farmland villages, the victims were displaced, and Cangzhou suffered heavy losses. The imperial court 

issued disaster relief funds immediately. 

 

As the saying goes, when the water is clear, there will be no fish. Disaster relief has never been clean in 

all dynasties. Just seeing how unclean it is, if you only greedy half of it, you will be called a conscientious 

official. This time, responsible The disaster relief bureaucracy has gone too far. 

 

  Because of the need to settle down in the village and repair the river bank, the ministry also 

participated this time, but it was mainly the household department. 

 

As the newly-appointed servant of the household and the cousin of the queen, Mr. Ma was in charge of 

the relief work without much suspense. Mr. Ma went to Cangzhou in person, and when the people 

heard that the officials of the capital came to the disaster area in person, He thought he was a good man 

for the country and the people, but as a result, the Cangzhou government was completely corrupted, 

and almost all the money for disaster relief was siphoned off. 

 

  It is not uncommon for the common people to eat vegetable and leaf porridge mixed with sand. 

What is even more exaggerated is that the Cangzhou government has openly robbed civilian girls for the 

enjoyment of Mr. Ma. 

 

   Is it still an official to do such a shameless thing? 

 

There was more than one girl who was harmed. At first, everyone dared to be angry and did not dare to 

say anything. Later, I don’t know who dared to jump out and go to the Cangzhou government to ask for 

an explanation. As a result, something happened that night. Suppression, who will believe it? 

 

  The man's family was also involved. Since the Cangzhou government could not report it, they went 

to the capital, but the talent was stopped halfway. 



 

Of course, paper can’t hold fire, and there were not only people from the Ministry of Household, but 

also several officials from the Ministry of Industry who went to Cangzhou. Some of those officials were 

honest and upright. After returning to Beijing, they euphemistically reported the matter to the court . 

 

The reason why    is euphemistically reported is because Mr. Ma is the queen's cousin. They are 

upright and honest, but they have to save their lives first. 

 

In fact, Yan Huaijing also knew more or less about this matter. After the honest and upright official 

returned to Beijing, he did not explicitly say that Mr. Ma was full of private pockets and fished the 

common people. He only said that the disaster in Cangzhou was still going on. Let the court see if there 

are any There is no better way. 

 

   Yan Huaijing's original idea was similar to that of Yan Jiuchao, severely punishing all those involved, 

especially the Ma Shilang, who was determined not to be tolerated, but there was a staff in the mansion 

who gave him an idea—— 

 

The disaster has already happened, even killing everyone will not help, it is better to push this matter to 

the queen, not only sell the queen's favor, but also hold the queen's handle. The money for disaster 

relief must be replenished as soon as possible. 

 

   Although he was somewhat repulsive, after weighing the pros and cons, he still followed the 

method of his staff. 

 

   He knew very well that the reason for the emperor's father to push the queen and him to the court 

was to make the two of them stand against each other. If he really took advantage of this incident to cut 

off all the queen's wings, the queen would be down, but the father's heart might not be comfortable. 

 

   After all, what he fears is not the queen, but the father. 

 

He didn't know exactly how the queen told Mr. Ma. He only knew that Cangzhou had indeed received a 

disaster relief fund. Although it was not the same as the amount allocated by the imperial court, it did 

relieve a burning need. As for being harmed by Ma Shilang It is said that the family of the girl who 

passed by has also received a huge amount of compensation. 



 

  Yan Huaijing always wanted to slash him with a sword whenever he saw Ma Shilang in the 

courtroom, but he always had scruples. 

 

  What he didn't have the guts to do was done by Yan Jiuchao... 

 

   To be honest, he didn’t even know how Yan Jiuchao knew about these things? 

 

He had already heard about Yan Jiuchao's urination. Every day he was either showing off himself or 

showing off himself, and let the civil and military officials line up to flatter him. promotion. 

 

What's this? Properly stupid! Country worms! 

 

   Will he care about the safety of the common people? Will he care about the stability of the 

country? He didn't even go to ask the people's favor? 

 

   So again, how did he know about it? Who is not so afraid of death, when a bunch of people 

flattered him, handed him a transcript of the disaster in Cangzhou? 

 

   Yan Huaijing would have guessed that no one handed the book to Yan Jiuchao, Yan Jiuchao heard it 

himself! 

 

   On their way back to the capital from Nanzhao, they walked by water and found that the river 

surface this year seemed to be wider than before. After inquiring, they realized that there was a flood in 

Cangzhou not long ago. 

 

  Yan Jiuchao directly let the navy walk across the Cangzhou River, and Yu Wan stayed in the wing to 

raise a baby without knowing it, but Yan Jiuchao walked down the river and walked along the village 

that was full of starvation. 

 

   He stood at the bow all night. 

 



   After returning to Beijing, why did he go to see the emperor, and why was he willing to offer 

medicine for the emperor? Is it really uncle and nephew? Do you really want a regent to come to 

Dangdang, is it really to be angry with Yan Huaijing? 

 

   Ying 6 and Ying 13 had collected all the evidence last night and made a long list, not a single official 

who was also involved in the case was spared. 

 

   Ma Shilang's crimes are too numerous to list, especially when they wrote about the age of the 

three daughters of the He family, they were so angry that their hearts would explode. 

 

   Shadow Thirteen's sword was smeared with salt. 

 

   He wiped it himself. 

 

   A sword slashed down, and Ma Shilang was in so much pain that he lost half his life. 

 

  The officials were so scared that their faces turned pale, and some people subconsciously closed 

their eyes. 

 

   "Don't close your eyes." Yan Jiuchao said coldly. 

 

  … 

 

  This was the most miserable time for the ministers to go up to the top. They were forced to witness 

the whole process of the beheading, and they were also fined half a year's salary for the crime of not 

knowing. 

 

  What law does not blame the public, it does not exist here in the Yan Jiu Dynasty. 

 

 

 



  Chapter 729  Excited!  

 

   After coming out of the Golden Palace, Yan Huaijing's mood was a little complicated. 

 

On the one hand, Yan Jiuchao did what he couldn't let go of, and he felt jealous; on the other hand, that 

Ma Shilang was blood relatives with the queen, and Yan Jiuchao and the queen were in the same camp. 

This was not to cut him off in disguise. Wings? If it was said that someone else stabbed the case, Yan 

Jiuchao had to pay it back because of the pressure from officials and the people, but he turned the case 

out by himself. 

 

   Is he really so careless? 

 

   He didn't say that he forgave Ma Shilang, anyway, before he dealt with it, he communicated with 

the queen in advance and gave the queen a little face, didn't he? 

 

   He took it seriously and slaughtered people without saying a word! 

 

  No, it was cut in half! 

 

   Yan Jiuchao survived the way he couldn't survive by himself! 

 

  Despite being half-dead from jealousy, Yan Huaijing had to admit that the turbid air that had been 

stuck in his chest for months was finally spit out the moment Ma Shilang was cut in half. 

 

  ...It's so heartwarming! 

 

   When Yan Jiuchao got into the carriage, he found that Yu Wan was already waiting for him inside, 

Yu Wan looked at him with a smile, her eyes shining like stars. 

 

   "You're here? I've been waiting for you for a long time!" Yu Wan said. 

 



This is the truth. When she left Fengqi Palace, he had just dealt with the number one sinner, but after 

Ma Shilang, there were several accomplices, and he dealt with them one by one. Yu Wan was waiting in 

the carriage, and she didn't want to fall asleep. I don't know how hard it is to endure. 

 

  Yan Jiuchao sat down beside her, paused, and asked, "The queen asked you to come here?" 

 

  Yu Wan curled her lips: "Why can't I miss you and take you home by myself?" 

 

  Yan Jiuchao glanced at the half-eaten snacks on the table, as well as a few small toys scattered on 

the ground: "Dabao, they miss me too?" 

 

  Yu Wan: "..." 

 

   Forgot to pack their things! 

 

  San Xiaodan and Xiao Tiedan have already returned to the house first, Yu Wan is waiting here for 

him alone just to give him a surprise, but who made him so evil, everything can be guessed. 

 

"How big of a crime did the Queen's people commit?" Yu Wan asked. The Queen was so angry that she 

fainted when she heard that Mr. Ma was cut in half. She didn't have time to stay in Fengqi Palace to take 

care of her, and came out with Xiaotiedan and San Xiaodan. . 

 

Yan Jiuchao told Yu Wan about Ma Shilang, and didn't hide anything. She didn't tell her when she was on 

the boat. First, she fell asleep. Second, it wasn't anything to be happy about, but if she When asked, he 

still wouldn't lie. 

 

   "So hateful! Well done!" Yu Wan clenched her chubby fist and said. 

 

   An ordinary woman would never have reacted like this when she heard about this. Of course, an 

ordinary husband would have reacted like this when he saw his wife, and it would never have been the 

reaction of Yan Jiuchao next. 

 



  Yan Jiuchao patted Yu Wan's little head with satisfaction: "It's not a pity that I didn't see it, there is 

another one who is going to be Lingchi, it looks better than being cut in the waist, I will show you next 

time." 

 

  Yu Wan: "Okay!" 

 

   Shadow Six outside the car: "..." 

 

   Shadow Thirteen outside the car: "..." 

 

  … 

 

The matter of Ma Shilang caused quite a stir. On the way back to the mansion, people could be heard 

talking, some said that Ma Shilang should be damned, and others called Yan Jiuchao a tyrant. Yu Wan 

knew that her husband's heart was not that fragile, but Hearing that he was criticized, she still wanted 

to jump off and reason with him. 

 

What's wrong? 

 

   Ma Shilang has harmed so many people and innocent girls in Cangzhou. If he was cut in half, he 

would be pitiful. Wouldn't it be pitiful for those who were killed or killed by him for a lifetime? 

 

   Good gas! 

 

  Yu Wan was so angry that she rubbed all the little Gu Gus to the point of being savage, but when 

she turned her head, she saw that Yan Jiuchao seemed to be enjoying it. 

 

   "What are you... having fun?" Yu Wan asked in confusion. 

 

   "What did those people just call me?" Yan Jiuchao asked. 

 



   "Tyrant... tyrant." Yu Wan said in a small voice, fearing to irritate him. 

 

   Yan Jiuchao's lips curled slightly: "What did they call me before?" 

 

  Yu Wan cleared her throat: "Little madman?" 

 

  Yan Jiuchao raised his eyebrows and said proudly, "Look, this young master is finally not small!" 

 

  Yu Wan: "..." 

 

  Yu Wan was disturbed by this guy's brain circuit several times, and she forgot to mention Han 

Jingshu's reminder to her about the empress of the dike. She didn't doubt how Han Jingshu knew about 

Yan Jiuchao's actions in advance, it wasn't hard to guess. 

 

  Yan Jiu was in the early morning, and the official who should be arrested when Han Jingshu entered 

the palace had already been arrested. She didn't pay attention to the movement of the court, so she 

didn't know it, but Han Jingshu most likely asked about the status of the Golden Palace as soon as she 

entered the palace. 

 

   What she wanted to tell Yan Jiuchao was that Han Jingshu owed her 10,000 taels of gold! 

 

   However, she was led astray by Yan Jiuchao, and she didn't think about it until she entered the 

mansion. 

 

   In the night, the family ate dinner at King Yan's side. 

 

Yan Jiuchao made such a big noise today, and I don't know if King Yan will express his opinion. After 

dinner, King Yan really stopped the two of them, but he didn't speak for the sake of the court: "Today 

Xiaobao is back. , said something." 

 

   "What's the matter?" Yan Jiuchao asked. 

 



   King Yan paused and said, "Xiaobao said that he saw a **** bullying the Ninth Princess." 

 

   "He still remembers the Ninth Princess?" Yu Wan's first reaction was that the Ninth Princess and 

San Xiaodan seemed to have only met once? twice? It's been a year, remember? 

 

Yu Wan pondered: "Speaking of this, I am reminded of the situation of seeing the Ninth Princess today, 

it is indeed not the same as before, a little unhappy, but later the Queen said that she was ill, so I didn't 

think deeply. Strange, the ninth princess was brought back to Fengqi Palace by the queen herself, how 

could those palace servants have the courage to bully her?" 

 

   "Maybe... Little Treasure misunderstood." King Yan said. 

 

The ninth princess is the daughter of the emperor. In terms of blood, she is the niece of King Yan, but 

King Yan has never gotten along with them, and even most of them have never seen each other. 

Naturally, there is not much affection. I just think of a seven-year-old. The little girl was bullied, and King 

Yan moved with pity. 

 

  The matter of the harem, the Yan Jiu Dynasty generally does not interfere, but since King Yan 

mentioned it, he will attract attention. 

 

   At night, Yan Jiuchao let Ying Shisan and Ying Liu go to the palace. 

 

  This night, because of the Ninth Princess, Yu Wan managed to hold back her drowsiness, and she 

managed to keep her eyes open until the two returned. 

 

  The two dodged into the house, and bowed their hands: "Young Master, Young Madam!" 

 

   "How is it? Have you seen the Ninth Princess?" Yu Wan asked. 

 

   Shadow Thirteen's expression was a bit complicated: "...I saw it." 

 

   "Someone really bullied her?" Yu Wan asked again. 



 

   Shadow Thirteen nodded. 

 

Ying Liu said indignantly: "I really didn't expect that after the emperor became seriously ill, the Ninth 

Princess fell out of favor. After falling out of favor, the Ninth Princess has no value in the Queen's eyes, 

and the Queen treats her much worse than before, but she really let her It's something else that makes 

things worse." 

 

  Yingliu said, looked up at Yu Wan, "Young madam, do you still remember, before we left Dazhou, 

Princess Qing was pregnant?" 

 

"Ah, yes, there is such a thing. At that time, she was not Princess Qing, but the eldest prince." Yu Wan 

remembered that shortly after her wedding, she entered the palace to greet the queen for a while, see 

you again On the side of the eldest prince, she was a kind-hearted woman, gentle and graceful, but it 

was a pity that her background was not high. 

 

  Yu Wan doesn't think it's a mistake to have a low background, but in the eyes of the ambitious 

queen, it's probably not the same. 

 

  Yingliu continued: "The Queen originally disliked Princess Qing's low background. If Princess Qing 

could give birth to a grandson for the Queen, the Queen would feel better, but unfortunately, she gave 

birth to a daughter." 

 

   Yu Wan frowned: "What does this have to do with the Ninth Princess?" 

 

Ying Liudao: "It is said that Princess Qing once came to greet the queen with her stomach erect. The 

queen smiled and asked the ninth princess, which apron looks good? The red one or the blue one? !'" 

 

   Princess Jiu is the younger sister of Princess Qing, and the child should be her niece, but she was 

only seven years old at the time, so she couldn't tell the difference, she only knew her brother and 

sister. 

 

  The queen's face fell down at that time. 



 

   One month later, the eldest prince and concubine really gave birth to a daughter, which made the 

queen angry. 

 

   Don't they all say that it is very effective for children to see the belly of pregnant women? The 

queen felt that it was the ninth princess Crowzui who told her that her grandson was gone. 

 

   Since then, the queen hated the nine princesses very much. 

 

  The servants in the palace are used to meeting the wind and the rudder. When the queen holds her, 

she is a princess. When the queen casts her aside, she is not even a servant! 

 

   The poor ninth princess was bullied by the palace servants at a young age. Unfortunately, the 

emperor fell ill again. The ninth princess had no object to reason with. Maybe even if there was, she 

would not dare to say it. 

 

   After all, she was only a six or seven year old child. 

 

 

 

  Chapter 730 Nine Brothers with a Strange Painting Style (Three Updates) 

 

Yan Jiuchao never interfered in the life and death of the princes and princesses in the harem. Xiaobao 

saw the nine princesses, and Xiaobao told King Yan that it was not very convenient for King Yan to deal 

with the emperor's housework, but Xiaobao told him. Baodu mentioned what can he do? In the future, 

Xiaobao asked, by the way, grandpa, how is that princess sister? Are there any villains bullying her? 

 

  How did King Yan answer? 

 

   I'm sorry, Grandpa doesn't know? 

 



   An ordinary grandfather's answer is actually correct, but is King Yan an ordinary grandfather? He is 

a pet sun madman! 

 

   There is no trivial matter in front of the good grandson! 

 

  Since Xiaobao said it, he must think this is wrong, the good grandson thinks it is wrong, then King 

Yan also thinks it is wrong! 

 

   And King Yan thought he was wrong, so Yan Jiuchao could not ignore it. After all, he loved King Yan 

very much. 

 

   After returning to the house, Yu Wan discussed with Yan Jiuchao about the Nine Princesses. 

 

   The nine princesses had an unsatisfactory life in the Prince's Palace, but at that time, people just 

ignored her, and it is absolutely impossible to say bullying. When the Empress first brought her back to 

Fengqi Palace, everyone thought that the Nine Princesses had soared from then on, but they didn't 

know they had fallen into another abyss. 

 

  Why is this child so ill-fated? 

 

Xu Shi’s son had been bullied when he was a child. When Yu Wan heard about something similar, she 

would always have an indignation that was hard to suppress. This kind of outrage was different from the 

queen’s plan to blow Yan Jiuchao by surprise. The queen is targeting two complete adults, and the 

queen can do such unconscionable things to a weak child, it can be seen that her heart is black. 

 

   Although it was not the queen who bullied the ninth princess herself, but the queen, as the head of 

the first palace, doesn't she know what kind of bad luck her attitude towards the ninth princess will 

bring to the ninth princess? Even Yu Wan noticed that the Ninth Princess had become dumbfounded. As 

a mother, would she really not notice at all? 

 

impossible. 

 

   But she chose to ignore it. 



 

   She vented her anger that Princess Qing failed to give birth to a son on the child who was unable to 

fight back. 

 

   It can be seen that she is timid, and only dares to use a weak object. 

 

   also verified this in the case of Yu Wan. She knew that it was Yan Jiuchao who really dealt with Mr. 

Ma, but she did not dare to threaten Yan Jiuchao, and only dared to do both hard and soft to Yu Wan. 

 

   But what the queen did not expect was that Yu Wan was not a soft persimmon. 

 

   "What are you going to do?" Yu Wan sat on the bedside and asked Yan Jiuchao. 

 

  Yan Jiuchao was pinching her swollen calf, but she didn't feel much. Compared with an ordinary 

pregnant woman, her symptoms were much lighter. 

 

   But Yan Jiuchao's fiery eyes were so swollen that he could see it clearly. 

 

   "What about you?" Yu Wan said. 

 

   "When will it come out?" Yan Jiuchao said. 

 

   "Huh?" Yu Wan was taken aback by the wordless words, what time does it come out? 

 

   After a while, Yu Wan realized that Yan Jiuchao was talking about the baby, she was overjoyed, 

lowered her head, and asked shyly, "Do you feel bad for me?" 

 

  Yan Jiuchao said sharply: "I want to play with the baby." 

 

  Yu Wan: "…" 



 

   The two were talking when Ying Shisan knocked on the door: "Young Master, Young Madam, are 

you asleep?" 

 

   As if he hadn't slept, the light was still on, otherwise he wouldn't dare to disturb him so blatantly. 

 

   Yan Jiuchao tucked Yu Wan's chubby legs into the quilt and said to him, "Come in." 

 

  Ying Thirteen walked in without squinting, cupped his hands, and said, "Young Master, I went to the 

Prince's Mansion with Ying Liu just now, and found something." 

 

   "What's the situation?" Yan Jiuchao asked. 

 

   Shadow Thirteen said sternly, "Eunuch Qin went to find Yan Huaijing." 

 

   "Eunuch Qin?" Yu Wan murmured thoughtfully, "Isn't he from the Empress? What did he do with 

Yan Huaijing?" 

 

  Yan Jiuchao snorted coldly: "The queen made her mind on Yan Huaijing?" 

 

   "Yes." Ying Shisan said, "Ying Liu and I heard Eunuch Qin say that the Queen wants to form an 

alliance with Yan Huaijing." 

 

   Yu Wan is stunned, isn't she? Only after this was turned upside down, the queen couldn't wait to 

win over Yan Huaijing? Do you want to be so shameless? 

 

Besides, it's not their fault for the trouble this time. Who made you fail to restrain your cousin and let 

him make a monstrous mistake, and then not only did not punish him, but still kept him in a high 

position. What should the queen do? 

 

  The emperor is paralyzed, he can't stand the stimulation, and he has nothing to do with the 

government, otherwise he will have to kill the maid! 



 

   Could it be that she will also join forces with the prince to force the emperor? 

 

Yu Wan couldn't understand what this woman was thinking, but it seemed to explain why she had been 

locked up in the cold palace for so many years. Not everyone was framed like Concubine Yun. There 

must be something to hate! 

 

   "What did Yan Huaijing say?" Yu Wan asked. 

 

   Shadow Thirteen's face flashed a trace of suspicion: "He didn't agree." 

 

   "Huh?" Yu Wan was shocked now, Yan Huaijing refused to deliver the fat to her door? Although the 

queen is not particularly favored, she is the master of the six palaces, and the emperor is still waiting for 

her. The major forces under her have all developed rapidly this year. That said, the Queen is a very good 

ally. 

 

  Yan Jiuchao beheaded the Queen's cousin in the waist. This was the best time to win over the 

Queen. He wasn't even tempted? 

 

   "It's not like what he would do..." Yu Wan muttered. 

 

   It's not surprising that Yu Wan did this in exchange for Yan Jiuchao, but Yan Huaijing... 

 

"Ying Liu and I also thought it was very strange. When we first heard that Eunuch Qin wooed him, we all 

thought that he would agree. After all, the conditions offered by the queen were very attractive. The 

queen did not fight for the throne for King Qing, as long as Yan Huaijing After ascending the throne, all 

that originally belonged to Prince Yan's mansion will be handed over to Prince Qing." 

 

   Yancheng's navy is famous all over the world, and Yancheng's fiefs are rich enough to rival the 

country, all of which are given to King Qing, isn't that a piece of fat? The queen really dares to think! 

 

  Yu Wan suddenly laughed: "How much does she hate us? She has to rob us of everything? But why 

didn't Yan Huaijing agree? Could it be that he can't bear this piece of fat?" 



 

   It would not be that Yan Huaijing was reluctant to touch the Yan Wangfu. If Yan Huaijing was so 

kind, he would not have sent someone to plot against them halfway. 

 

   Yan Jiuchao said lightly: "It's not that he can't bear the fat of King Yan's mansion, but that he has 

stronger allies in his hands, and he doesn't need to form an alliance with the queen." 

 

   "What are you going to do next?" Yu Wan asked Yan Jiuchao. 

 

   Yan Jiuchao said: "First take the nine princesses out." 

 

  Yu Wan sucked in a breath, no, why are you talking about the Ninth Princess again? Aren't you 

talking about the Prince's Mansion? Your mind... jumps like that? ! 

 

   In fact, no matter whether or not Yan Huaijing was attracted, Ma's road to empress has come to an 

end. If you want to save the nine princesses, taking them out is a tactic of slowing down the army. Only 

when the empress completely falls can she gain real freedom. 

 

   The next day, Yan Jiuchao entered the palace. 

 

   Of course, he went to the court first, and the ministers in the court were much more obedient, and 

they worked even harder when praising him. 

 

   After going down to court, first go to the Hall of Longevity to visit the emperor. 

 

The emperor's consciousness can sometimes stay awake, although he is still paralyzed in bed most of 

the time, but it is still much stronger than the original high state, but the imperial doctor told him not to 

stimulate the emperor with things that should not be said, so as not to provoke him. cause a second 

stroke. 

 

   Don't irritate him, it's easy! 

 



Yan Jiuchao had already thought about what to say on the way here, so he told the emperor that a few 

children entered the palace yesterday, and they hit it off with the nine princesses. Fell asleep. 

 

  Yan Jiuchao stood in front of the bed, staring at the emperor for a moment. 

 

   Eunuch Wang and the palace servants who were serving were terrified. Your silent appearance is 

very scary. Wouldn't you force His Majesty to wake him up? 

 

   No wonder they were so worried, because the Yan Jiu Dynasty had too much black history, and it 

seemed that there was nothing absurd in the world that he couldn't do. 

 

   "Yeah! Got it!" Yan Jiuchao said suddenly. 

 

   Everyone was stunned, what did they know? 

 

   "I will take good care of the nine princesses." Yan Jiuchao looked at the emperor and said. 

 

   Everyone was stunned again. They looked at the emperor who was sleeping soundly, and then 

looked at the serious Yan Jiu Dynasty. No one understood how this one-sided dialogue developed. 

 

   seemed to sense everyone's doubts, Yan Jiuchao said patiently: "Uncle Huang said that the ninth 

princess and this king's son had a good relationship, and asked this king to take the ninth princess out of 

the palace to live for a few days." 

 

   When did His Majesty say that? They didn't hear it! 

 

  Everyone looked at Yan Jiuchao with bewildered expressions. 

 

   Yan Jiuchao sighed bitterly: "You have been taking care of Uncle Huang for so many years, and you 

can't even hear the voice of his old man. I am so disappointed." 

 



   Everyone collectively: "...!" 

 

   This is so special! 

 

  Is there such a peculiar style of painting that the false imperial decree is said? 


